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WIDEN IN EVERY WAY THE MASS 
BASIS OF THE PEACE MOVEMENT 

  

 The campaign for signatures to the Stockholm appeal of 

the Permanent Committee of the World Peace Congress for 

prohibition of the atomic weapon and the designation as a war 

criminal of this government which first uses it, is gaining 

increasing wider support.  

 The Stockholm appeal, which expresses the vital interests 

of all peace-loving peoples and of each individual in particular, 

is a programme on the basis of which all people of good will 

striving for peace, irrespective of nationality, political views 

and religious convictions, can unite and indeed are uniting. 

This is evident from the millions of signatures already obtained 

for the Stockholm appeal. The criminal policy of a handful of 

imperialist adventurers is evoking an increasingly powerful and 

more organised resistance. With every passing day, the peoples 

are becoming more and more convinced that the gang of 

American atom-mongers constitutes the greatest danger to the 

life and liberties of millions of people.  

 The impressive organisational and political success of the 

world peace movement provides a firm basis for the further 

extension and strengthening of the unity of the peace front 

against the rampant imperialist aggressors and their lackeys.  

 The opening of the campaign for signatures to the 

Stockholm appeal in the great Soviet Union marked a new 

upsurge in the activities of the international camp of fighters 

for peace. The mighty voice of the Soviet people in defence of 

peace is the voice of the people who smashed Hitler fascism 

and Japanese militarism, who saved European civilisation from 

the fascist pogrom-makers, and who are now victoriously 

building Communism. The collection of signatures to the 

Stockholm appeal in the U.S.S.R. inspires peace supporters and 
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helps in raising to a still higher level the struggle of the masses 

of the people in all countries  stable and lasting peace, 

reinforces the confidence of peace supporters in the possibility 

of turning the aggressors and of frustrating their criminal plans 

by means of the united effort of all peoples.  

 However, the active champions of peace, marching in the 

vanguard of the worldwide peace movement must not rest on 

their laurels; they must be immune from any complacency that 

might arise, on the one hand, from overestimating successes 

achieved, and, on the other, of underestimating the danger 

threatening peace. Conscious of their historic responsibility for 

the fate of millions of human lives, for the fate of world 

culture, the active partisans of peace must critically evaluate 

each action and each achievement in order to see whether the 

effect of this action corresponds to the political needs of the 

moment, and to the objective possibilities. The active partisan 

of peace should ask himself daily not only:  “What have I done 

today to consolidate peace?” but, above all: “Have I done today 

all that I could to consolidate peace?” Only this way will it be 

possible successfully to raise the organisational work of the 

peace supporters to the level of the tasks of the peace 

movement as expressed in the Stockholm appeal, to deliver a 

decisive blow to the imperialist camp, completely to expose the 

warmongers, to ensure their moral and political isolation and to 

frustrate their aggressive designs. Steady extension of the mass 

basis of the peace movement is an absolute necessity, the more 

so since the naked American-British aggression in Korea 

requires from the peoples the maximum strengthening of the 

struggle in defence of peace.  

 Only the organised effort of all the peoples call frustrate 

the misanthropic plans of the warmongers. Peace committees, 

women’s, trade-union, peasant, artisan, sports, co-operative 

and other organisations, adhering to the platform of upholding 

peace, must become organisers of the peace movement and of 
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the campaign for signatures to the Stockholm appeal.  

 The job of the national and local organisations of peace 

supporters is not only to collect signatures to the Stockholm 

appeal but also to win all who sign it for active, practical 

struggle for peace. The signature of all outstanding public 

personality or cultural worker is of great significance of the 

cause of peace, but further vigorous activity on his part in 

defence of peace can result in hundreds and thousands more 

signatures by people who respond to his influential call to act 

for defence of peace.  

 To give the movement for peace in all countries even 

greater dimensions, to draw new sections or the population, all 

trade-unions, cultural, co-operative, sports and other 

organisations into active struggle for peace, against the 

warmongers—such is the urgent task of the moment. Every 

honest citizen and every public organisation can, and must 

fight against the danger of a devastating war, for prohibition of 

the atomic weapon and, for this reason, it is necessary to 

eliminate each and every obstacle in the way of their taking the 

path of active struggle for peace.  

 The cause of defending peace is the cause of all the people. 

Consequently, the organisational forms of the peace movement 

must be flexible, all embracing and capable of bringing the 

broadest sections of the population into the struggle for peace. 

A restricted approach in organising the struggle for peace can 

be extremely harmful, and likewise any manifestation of 

sectarianism which hinders millions of potential friends of 

peace from being won from neutrality and vacillation, from 

being brought into the world-wide movement for signing the 

Stockholm appeal and of making them active, consistent 

fighters for peace.  

 As is evident from press reports, in a number of countries, 

and, above all, in the U.S., Britain, Western Germany, in the 

Scandinavian countries, Belgium, Holland and Switzerland, the 
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organisations of the partisans of peace have not yet developed 

the necessary work among the broad masses of the working 

class, the peasantry, and the middle strata of the urban 

population, have not yet won to their side prominent public 

personalities and workers in culture, and also the different 

cultural and 011lC’f organisations in these countries, which are 

ready to take part in the common struggle for peace. There is 

not the slightest doubt that the national peace committees in 

these countries will intensify their activities and fulfil their 

duty to mankind.  

 In some countries, the inadequate representation (1’1 the 

peace committees of the various political trends and non-party 

people adhering to the platform of the struggle for peace, 

retards the further development of the peace movement. In  

these countries, many public figures, men of science and art 

and also trade-union, cultural, co-operative, sports and other 

organisations, which could participate in this movement are 

frequently outside the struggle for peace.  

 It should be borne in mind that the peace committees are 

the organisational core of the entire peace movement, which is 

waging a struggle directly among the masses, where, above all 

contact between the various bodies and organisations taking 

part in the movement for peace is established. The task of the 

partisans of peace is to broaden still more the network of peace 

committees and to direct their everyday activities in a way that 

will enable them to become real tribunes of the vital interests 

of the broad masses of the people who are striving for a stable  

and lasting peace; to become organisers of the struggle for 

these interests. Only by solving these tasks will it be possible 

for the peace committee to break out of the seclusion, the 

cloister-like isolation from the broad masses of the people, 

which still persists in a number of countries.  

 In the course of the campaign for signatures of the 

Stockholm appeal, the active, fighters for peace have shown 
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flexibility and resourcefulness in employing different methods 

in their approach to the broad masses. In addition to the usual 

meetings, rallies and demonstrations, new, especially 

individual methods have been employed, house to house 

canvassing and many others. These methods should be fostered 

and extended, and a new approach found every day.  

 None should be left out: neither worker, peasant, 

employee, academician, writer nor religious leader. All should 

express their attitude towards the Stockholm appeal. This 

appeal poses the fundamental question of our day, the question 

which concerns each and all. That is why all partisans of peace, 

men and women, are called upon to sign the appeal themselves 

and to request Parliamentary deputies and members of 

municipal councils elected by them, and also leaders of trade-

union, peasant, artisan and other public organisations to sign it, 

and to ensure that those refusing to sign this call for peace and 

security of the peoples, should publicly explain their stand. It is 

the duty to the peace supporters resolutely to expose the 

warmongers and their accomplices. Such exposure is an 

important part of the everyday explanatory work carried out 

among the broad masses, an important condition for the steady 

extension of the mass basis of the peace movement.  

 The successes of the peace movement infuriate the camp of 

the enemies of peace and democracy, the camp of plotters 

against the peace-loving peoples. But the imperialist magnates 

and their Right Socialist lackeys are powerless to halt the all-

people’s movement in defence of peace. The front of the 

fighters for peace is growing and becoming more consolidated 

every day, its mass basis is being widened. There can be no 

doubt of its ability to frustrate the evil designs of the 

imperialist instigators of war and uphold the cause of peace 

throughout the world.  
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YOUTH PARTICIPATE IN 
COLLECTING SIGNATURES 

 

 Recently, the World Federation of Democratic Youth 

called upon nine international youth organisations  (World 

Association of Christian Girls, World Association of Young 

Christians,  and others) to sign the Stockholm appeal. The 

Austrian Free Youth organisation has challenged young people 

in Belgium and Denmark, while the Socialist Youth 

organisation in Cuba has challenged the youth of Mexico. The 

Free Youth organisation of Switzerland has accepted the 

challenge of the Danish Committee of the World Federation of 

Democratic Youth.   
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EXTEND THE SCALE OF THE 
STRUGGLE FOR PEACE! 

 

GREATER EFFORT IN  STRUGGLE FOR 
PEACE  

 

 Gilbert de Chambrun, one of the leaders of the Union of 

Progressive Christians, in an article published in “Humanite” 

wrote that resistance to the militarist policy of the U.S. 

Government, the policy of an atomic armaments drive—is 

being intensified not only in the countries of Western Europe 

but in the United States as well. This policy has aroused the 

anxiety of leading American scientists such as Bethe, Selz, 

Szilard and Brown; Roosevelt’s former adviser Morgen-thau 

and other prominent figures. A number of Protestant churches 

in the U.S. have denounced the atomic weapon.  

 “It follows therefore,” writes de Chambrun “that the peace 

forces are growing eve in that country where the Government 

still refuses to prohibit the atom bomb. The forces of peace are 

growing throughout the world. Between these forces and the 

forces standing for war, between life and death, a struggle is in 

progress. Hence, we can say that the Stockholm appeal 

appeared at the very moment when, everywhere, there was 

maturing the determination and will to which it gave final 

expression. It is addressed to all, including those whose views 

on the origin of the war danger differ from ours, but who are 

just as anxious as we are to take action for peace. Effectively 

backed by hundreds of millions of signatures, the appeal 

provides, for all Governments, a new basis for agreement of 
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atomic energy, for relieving the international tension. It is a 

dear warning to, and will serve to isolate, all who would take 

upon themselves responsibility for annihilating entire nations 

merely for the sake of ensuring the domination of certain 

interests. In this way, the appeal makes fulfilment of the tasks 

of the warmongers more difficult and may even render them 

impossible of fulfilment.  

 The choice between the atom bomb and peaceful progress 

lies with the people.”  

 

CALL OF FIGHTERS FOR PEACE AND 
FREEDOM IN FRANCE 

  

 In connection with the American aggression in Korea, the 

Permanent Commission of the National Movement of Fighters 

for Peace and Freedom in France has called upon all French 

people to consolidate their unity in the struggle against the war 

danger and to extend further the collection of signatures to the 

Stockholm appeal.  

 Following other C.G.T. federations, the Federation of 

Metallurgical and Engineering Workers has called upon all 

unorganised workers, all leader and members of other trade 

union organisations (“Force Ouvriere”, Catholic trade unions, 

cadres trade unions, and autonomous trade unions) to sign the 

Stockholm appeal and to call upon others to do so, and with 

this aim to form committees for promoting the collection of 

signatures, and rallying all partisans of peace irrespective of 

their convictions. 
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96,360,866 SOVIET CITIZENS SIGN 
STOCKHOLM APPEAL  

 

 The Soviet Peace Committee reports that 96,360,866 

Soviet citizens signed the Stockholm appeal between June 30 

and July 10. Collection of signatures continue in all parts of the 

country, in town and countryside. In big industrial centres, such 

as Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Minsk, Baku, Tbilisi, Tashkent, 

Riga, Stalingrad, Novosibirsk, Sverdlovsk, Gorky, Kharkov, 

Kuibyshev, Kazan, Odesa, Stalino and Rostov, the 

overwhelming majority of citizens have already signed the 

appeal. Collection of signatures is also proceeding successfully 

in al1 the Union and Autonomous Republics of the U.S.S.R. 

All the peoples of the multi-national Soviet State are 

unanimously supporting the appeal for prohibition of the 

atomic weapon and of designating as a war criminal that 

government which first uses this weapon of aggression and 

mass annihilation of human beings.  

 The campaign for signatures in the U.S.S.R. is being 

carried out in an atmosphere of great political and labour 

enthusiasm. At meetings and through the medium of the press, 

hundreds of thousands of Soviet people, wholeheartedly 

approve the peace policy of the Soviet Government, demand an 

end to U.S. aggression against the Korean people and 

resolutely express their readiness, jointly with the peoples in 

other countries, to uphold the call of peace and international 

security.  

 Every Soviet worker, collective-farmer, every professional 

worker, by signing the appeal, has pledged selfless labour to 

uphold the cause of peace, to strengthen the might of the Soviet 

State—the bulwark of peace throughout the world.  
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INTENSIFICATION OF CAMPAIGN IN 
ITALY FOR  SIGNATURES TO STOCKHOLM 

APPEAL  
 

 Despite the crusade of the reactionary press headed by the 

Catholic Action newspapers and supported by Saragat and Co. 

against the peace movement, additional hundreds of thousands 

of signatures have been collected to the Stockholm appeal. The 

campaign for signature developed particularly in connection 

with the aggression against the Korean people. In the towns 

and provinces of Bologna, Florence, Reggio Emilia and Matera 

more than half the population has already signed the 

Stockholm appeal and approximately the same results have 

been obtained in the towns and provinces of Rome, Milan, 

Naples and others.  

 In Milan, where about 800,000 signatures have been 

gathered, 1,038 new peace committees have been organised. 

Three hundred thousand lira have been collected for the Peace 

fund and handed over to the National Committee.  

 The Union of Italian Women is holding a week of struggle 

(July 9-16) against the atom bomb in the course of which 

activists of the Union—known as “peace messengers”—are 

carrying out wide spread collection of signatures to the 

Stockholm appeal.  

 On July 23, the Executive Committee of the Youth 

Alliance will hold a National Youth Day against war. Youth 

groups are being organised for collection of signatures in 

remote areas. Following the example of the Paris and Rome 

youth who are competing for collection of signatures, 

emulation has started between the youth of Lyons and Turin, 

Nice and Genoa, Marseilles and Livorno, Bordeaux and 

Naples, Toulon and Spezzia, Toulouse and Bologna.  

 The Reverend Mantegazza, former Missionary in Japan, 
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stated that the atom bomb dropped by the Americans on 

Nagasaki annihilated many Catholics. “Every Catholic,” he 

said. “must condemn the use of the atomic weapon.”  

 The residents of a village in the province of Varese 

honoured Antonio Filipanti who collected 2,400 signatures.  

 

EXCHANGE OF LETTERS BETWEEN 
HUNGARIAN AND BRITISH WORKERS  

 

 Determined to bridle the insolent warmongers, working 

people are finding new and ever more effective forms of 

struggle.  

 An excellent example in this respect is the correspondence 

begun, on the initiative of workers in the British metal, textile, 

leather and other industries, with working people in other 

countries.  

 Textile workers in Trowbridge write to their fellow-

workers in Hungary.  

 “We, workers employed in the Textile industry of 

Trowbridge, welcome this opportunity of expressing our 

fraternal greetings and good wishes to you. We gather from 

reports that millions of workers in your country have signed the 

Peace Petition calling for the banning of the atom bomb. We 

assure you that we workers are also true lovers of peace and 

will do everything to prevent a third world war.”  

 In this letter there resounds the real voice of the British 

people who want peace and who renounce the imperialist plans 

of their Labourite rulers.  

 In reply to the Trowbridge textile workers, the Peace 

Committee of the Csepel Textile Mill wrote:  

 “We were happy to receive your letter of fraternal 

greetings and good wishes to the working people of Hungary. 
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This letter strength ns our conviction that the interests of the 

working people will triumph throughout the world. We, in our 

country, are fighting with all our means for peace, for the 

prohibition of the atom bomb. We call upon the working 

people in Britain also to take an active part in the struggle for 

peace, to support the Stockholm appeal and organise mass 

collection of signatures to the Petition.”  

 Thus, in the struggle for peace, the friendship and 

solidarity of the working people in different countries are being 

strengthened.  

 

JAPANESE PEOPLE SIGN STOCKHOLM 
APPEAL  

 

 The Japanese Peace Society has held a conference with 

representatives of democratic organisations at which measures 

were discussed to collect forty million signatures in Japan to 

the Stockholm appeal. It was decided that all democratic 

organisations must focus their attention on the peace movement 

and that the programme of this movement must be prohibition 

of the atomic weapon. The meeting recognised the need to 

extend as widely as possible the Peace Front in Japan.  

 The 1000 people who attended the meeting of the Youth 

Union in the town of Kyoto oh July 2, signed the Stockholm 

appeal; the-appeal was also signed by 1400 students at a 

meeting in the Keiyo University and by 3,200 workers in 

Japanese ship-building yards.  
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PEACE MOVEMENT GROWING IN 
VENEZUELA  

 

 Hundreds of students attending the Central University in 

Venezuela voted to sign the Stockholm appeal collectively. A 

meeting at the University, attended by many professors, set up 

a Peace Committee under the chairmanship of Professor 

Humberto Garcia Arocha.  

 The Stockholm appeal has been signed by prominent 

figures of science and culture: Miguel Acosta Saige, Professor 

of Anthropology; the poet Vicente Gerbasi, Director of the 

journal “El Periodista”; Xlaudio Cedeno, General Secretary of 

the all-Venezuela Press Workers’ Union; Luis Evaristo 

Ramirez, General Secretary of the Venezuela Association of 

Journalists; the writer, Pedro Frederico Lizardo, former 

Venezuelan Charge d’Affaires in Moscow; Professor Juan 

Alfonso Ortega; poet and writer Hector Mujica; poet and writer 

Juan Manuel Gonzalez, and others. Many trade unions in 

Venezuela have also signed the Stockholm appeal.  

 

STATEMENT BY ADMIRAL MOULLEC  
 

 Admiral Moullec, former Chief of Staff of the “Free 

French Forces” during World War Two. Member of the 

Assembly of the French Union declared:  

 “I am convinced that tens of millions of people will 

approve the Stockholm appeal. Then, prohibition of the atom 

bomb, which the diplomats failed to achieve, will be realised 

by the will of the people and the first step taken towards 

establishing a lasting peace.”  
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CATHOLIC POETESS SIGNS 
  

 The news that Juana de Ibarbouru, outstanding Catholic 

poetess in Uruguay, had signed the Stockholm appeal evoked 

enthusiasm among all partisans of peace in Latin America.  



THE PEOPLES DEMAND AN END  TO 
U.S. INTERVENTION IN KOREA 

 

 The U.S.-British imperialists continue to intensify their 

intervention in Korea. With the help[ of their agents—the 

rulers in the Marshallised countries—they are shamelessly 

violating the UNO Charter, bombing the towns and villages of 

Korea, and their naval squadrons are milling out death in the 

coastal villages of a country which is fighting to unite its 

people into a single State. The robbers have stolen the UNO 

flag which they try to use as a cover for the murder of Korean 

patriots and for shedding the blood of the peaceful population.  

 A formidable wave of indignation and wrathful protest of 

millions of people against the criminal actions of the insolent 

aggressors is mounting throughout the world.  

 Expressing the unanimous will of the Korean people, their 

leader and tried fighter for freedom, Kim lr Sen, declared:  

 “Our great and just cause has met with the wholehearted 

support and sympathy of all freedom-loving peoples in the 

world...  

 “The entire people of Korea, united as one, must reply with 

resolute blows to those of the U.S. imperialists. The American 

imperialists will undoubtedly leam how great is the force, and 

how unshakable the militant spirit, of the Korean people 

struggling for the freedom and independence of their country.    

 “Our people, will never again, under any circumstances, 

become colonial ‘slaves.”  

 The Secretariat of the Permanent Committee of the 

World Peace Congress, on behalf of hundreds of millions of 

peace supporters, resolutely branded the U.S. intervention in 

Korea. Pointing to the growing danger of the extension of the 

conflict, the Secretariat “exposes the criminal proposal to use 
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the atom bomb, and expresses its ardent sympathy and 

solidarity with the Korean people who are effecting their 

national unity in struggle against foreign intervention.  

 “The Secretariat demands an end to U.S. military 

intervention so that the people of Korea can become masters of 

their fate and obtain unity, freedom and independence.”  

 The International Week of Solidarity with the people of 

Korea, announced by the World Federation of Trade Unions, as 

from July to, is proceeding most successfully.  

 In the Soviet Union, where the campaign for signatures 

to .the Stockholm appeal has developed on an immense scale, 

Soviet people, at numerous meetings, are voicing resolute 

protests against the American aggressors. “When the 

Voroshilovgrad miner said: ‘We brand Truman with shame;’ ” 

writes the Ukrainian writer, Mikola Bazhan, in “Pravda”—

“that smack in the face resounds in the While House...” Ninety-

six million Soviet citizens have already signed the Stockholm 

appeal and each demanded the curbing of the warmongers and 

an end to the savagery of the Anglo-American interventionists 

in Korea.  

 The Chinese people—against whom the American 

imperialists, by actually occupying Taiwan, have also 

committed an act of aggression—have been roused to 

indignation by the actions of the Wall Street rulers. Chou En-

lai’s message to the Security Council reads: “On behalf of the 

Central People’s Government of the Chinese People’s Republic 

I declare: The resolution adopted by the Security Council on 

June 27, a resolution instigated by, and the result of, the 

manipulations of the U.S. Government and which calls upon 

UNO members to render assistance to the South-Korean 

authorities, was carried with a view to supporting American 

armed aggression, and constitutes interference in the internal 

affairs of Korea and also a violation of world peace. Despite 

any military steps taken by the U.S. Government,” added Chou 
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En-lai, “the Chinese people are firmly resolved to free Taiwan 

at all cost”.  

 In Bulgaria, Hungary, Albania, Poland, Czechoslovakia 

and Rumania, meetings are held in town and countryside, in 

offices and schools. The foul attack of the U.S.-British 

imperialists against the Korean people has aroused a storm of 

protests among the working people. The working people 

demand: Hands off Korea! Freedom and Peace for the Korean 

people!  

 In Italy, protest meetings against U.S. intervention in 

Korea have been held in Rome, Naples, Milan, Florence, Pisa, 

Livorno, Cagliari and other towns. A group of democratic 

deputies in the Senate have submitted a resolution of non-

confidence in the Government. The resolution condemns de 

Gasperi’s declaration to the effect that the Italian Government 

is in complete agreement with U.S. measures in the Far East. It 

demands Italy’s exit from the aggressive North-Atlanttc bloc.  

 In France—in response to the address of the General 

Confederation of Labour and the French Communist Party—

numerous demonstrations of working people are being held 

throughout the country, particularly at enterprises in the Paris 

district (Morane, Schneider, Hutchinson, Jazz, Unic, etc.). The 

Permanent Committee of the National Movement of Fighters 

for Peace and Freedom has issued a call to the French people 

demanding the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Korea.  

 The U.S. Embassy in Paris is receiving calls from factory 

delegations, Peace Committees and democratic organisations 

protesting against US aggression in Korea.  

 “In Western Germany,” states the appeal of the West 

German Peace Committee, “no one can doubt any longer the 

seriousness of the situation, for in the atom bomb age there are 

no distant or adjacent wars. What has just happened in Korea 

may well be repeated on German soil. Peace can still be 

upheld. There is still time to prevent mass slaughter. Therefore 
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we demand: Stop the war against the peace-loving Korean 

people; stop the atom bomb threat against mankind”.   

 The British people, in whose name the Attlees and Bevins 

strove to “approve U.S. action”, are resolutely opposed to U.S.-

British intervention in Korea. The views of the people were 

expressed by the Executive Committee of the British 

Communist Party which condemned the U.S. invasion of 

Korea. On July 5, the Labour members, Davies and Hughes, 

demanded in the House of Commons the withdrawal of British 

naval forces from Korea. Davies and Hushes, as is now known, 

expressed the views of a large group of Labour members who 

are well aware of the mood of their constituents.  

 The invasion of Korea by U.S. troops is giving rise to ever 

greater indignation among the American people. Ten days 

after Truman had ordered the dispatch of American troops to 

Korea, youth groups in the U.S. collected to 100,000 signatures 

to the Peace Petition. Many protest meetings have been held in 

the country.  

 The protest movement is developing in Finland, Norway, 

Belgium, Holland and in many other countries. In a number of 

countries, working people are taking concrete action against 

U.S. aggression in Korea. For instance, the Executive 

Committee of the Australian Seamen’s Union has resolved not 

to transport military materials to Korea.  

 The courage and heroism of the Korean people struggling 

for unity, freedom and independence; the mighty. movement of 

solidarity of all freedom-loving peoples in the world; the 

struggle of millions of people in defence of peace must compel 

the imperialist aggressors to end the armed intervention in 

Korea.  
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FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE PEACE MOVEMENT IN FRANCE. 
Charles Tillon, Member Politburo, 

French Communist Party 
  

 The development of international events impels the French 

people to intensify the struggle for peace. The French rulers 

encourage support for, and facilitate direct intervention in the 

internal affairs of Korea, China and Indo-China, armed 

aggression launched against these peoples by the U.S. 

imperialists, whose aggressive designs the French rulers are 

also promoting in Europe. The well-informed Associated Press 

Agency recently reported that the French Government had 

agreed in principle to U.S. aid being granted to Indo-China on 

conditions which Washington will regard it appropriate to 

dictate.  

 No wonder that the events in the Far East have quickened 

the tempo of  the campaign in France for signatures to the 

Stockholm appeal.  

 These same American imperialists who are intensifying 

aggressive action against the peoples of Asia have elaborated 

the “Schuman plan” which marks a new stage in the war 

preparations in Europe. This is a plan of the U.S. holders of the 

atom bomb who have formed an alliance with the merchants of 

death in the Ruhr, who to-day support Truman as yesterday 

they supported Hitler.  

 While the coal-steel cartel is as yet in its infancy, plans are 

already laid for a cartel in the chemical industry: the American 

trust, Dupont de Nemours, which is doing its share in the 

production of atom bombs, will establish still closer ties with 

the I. G. Farben chemical works—this German-American 

capitalist concern, whose most trusted man is the notorious 
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warmonger, John Foster Dulles.  

 In these conditions the Joint declaration of the Communist 

Parties in France, Germany, Italy, Britain, Holland, Belgium 

and Luxemburg, which called upon their peoples to disrupt the 

“Schuman plan” which leads to slavery and war, is most 

significant. These Parties have gain affirmed their pledge to do 

all they possibly can to obtain tens of millions of signatures to 

the appeal for banning the atomic weapon.  

 Previously, the General Confederation of Labour in France 

and the Amalgamation of Free German Trade Unions, 

announced their firm determination to fight together against the 

“Schuman plan”, and called upon the trade unions to intensify 

the campaign for signatures to the Stockholm appeal. Millions 

of people in all countries welcome these efforts which are 

aimed at creating a peaceful alliance among peoples.  

 In an atmosphere of growing war danger, peace partisans 

in France are continuing explanatory work among all sections 

of the population. The appeal of the Protestant pastors, the joint 

declarations of the youth organisations, professors and teachers 

and scientific workers showed that no one in France can remain 

indifferent to the question posed by the Permanent Committee 

of the World Peace Congress.  

 So far, more than ten million people have signed the 

Stockholm appeal in France. This figure already tops the 

results achieved during last year’s peace ballot. They are all the 

more significant because they were obtained despite the 

political, ideological and police pressure which the imperialist 

enemies continuously intensified. But the work aimed at 

extending the campaign must go on. It should be emphasized 

that the successes achieved are the result of work carried out 

only in some of the departments. In twenty departments at last, 

the number of signatures is still very insignificant. Experience 

shows that despite the opposition of the enemies of peace, the 

first systematic canvassing of houses in the towns and villages 
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yielded signatures from 80 per cent of the population. From 

this the conclusion can be drawn that if in some departments 

only a small number of signatures has been gathered, this is 

due solely to shortcomings in the organisation and political-

explanatory work,  to a formal attitude in gathering signatures 

which is being done without the essential preliminary 

explanatory work. This is also due to the small number of 

canvassers and to the isolated character of their work, to 

restrictive directives, aimed, for example, at merely doubling 

the results of last year’s ballot instead of giving the movement 

an unlimited perspective and of doing everything possible to 

draw into the movement ever fresh forces.  

 At Ivry (Seine Department) with a population of 42,000, 

one hundred per cent of the population, as well as workers and 

office employees residing in other communes but working in 

Ivry, signed the appeal. These excellent results were achieved, 

above all, for these reasons: all members of the Communist 

Party in the town of Ivry were drawn into mass work. Peace 

partisans of all convictions, including Catholics, were involved 

in the work of the Communal Peace Council, wide-scale 

political explanatory work was carried out at the enterprises 

and in the town itself Ivry Communists took an active part in 

the work of the Communal Council of the Fighters for Peace 

and Freedom and in the Peace Committees at the factories and 

in the town. In this way the Communists established close 

contact with people of different convictions. The rest was done 

by vigorous work, carried out in the town and in the enterprises 

under control of the Communal Council.  

 These results were achieved in Ivry because the 

discussions, the criticism and self-criticism, which developed 

after the 12th Congress of the Communist Party, rallied the 

members of the Party, helped to eliminate the underestimation 

of the war danger and the attitude of indifference towards 

fascist provocations, revealed to the Communists the need for 
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concrete unity of all French people anxious to maintain 

freedom and national independence.  

 As a result, the Stockholm appeal became a basis for the 

broadest unity, enabling the common people to become more 

conscious of the danger of the atomic weapon and also of their 

strength which they can counterpose to the designs of the 

warmongers. All mass organisations were able to intensify 

their activities among, and to strengthen their ties with, the 

unorganised population. New possibilities have arisen for work 

in defence of peace, in defence of the interests of all working 

people, democrats and peace partisans.  

 Following the example of Ivry, that is, having ended the 

underestimation of the war danger and having become 

conscious of the need resolutely to carry out the campaign, the 

organisations and all members of the Communist Party are now 

getting ready to intensify their work in the peace movement in 

order to secure a further development of the campaign for 

signatures in all departments.  

 The campaign for signatures to the Stockholm appeal, in 

particular, obliged  Party members to conduct really mass work 

at the enterprises aimed, simultaneously, at collecting 

signatures to the appeal and combating the production and 

transportation of war materials, defending political liberties, 

trade union rights and the immediate demands of the working 

people.  

 However, good results in the campaign for signatures at the 

enterprises cannot be achieved without working to effect unity 

and to form peace committees and anti-atom bomb committees 

at the place of work, committees rallying all those employed in 

the given enterprise, including the technical personnel. If it is 

necessary to discuss the appeal in every house and in every 

family, it is equally necessary to discuss it at every bench, in 

every shop, and to organise the collection of signatures 

throughout the enterprise.  
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 Active and organised struggle by all who hate war must 

turn the possibility of peace into reality. But to ensure this it is 

necessary to draw even more resolutely broad sections of the 

population into the struggle. At the same time, the task of 

collecting millions of signatures makes it essential to expose 

the enemies of peace even more vigorously. We must display 

greater persistence in the fight against open enemies of the 

prohibition of the atomic weapon, of the establishment of strict 

control for implementation of this measure and denunciation as 

war criminals those rulers who will first use the atomic 

weapon. Whenever the opportunity presents itself, issues 

should be raised publicly in order to get a debate started.  

 Bringing the discussion of prohibition of the atomic 

weapon on to political grounds, we must make even greater 

efforts to take Deputies of different views out of the framework 

of narrow circumscribed talks, to make them publicly define 

their attitude in the matter of banning the atom bomb. In other 

words, it is necessary to expose and isolate the supporters of 

war.  

 It is essential that the people should know all those who, 

because of class interests, because of their hatred and scorn for 

mankind, oppose prohibition of the atomic weapon. It is 

essential to exert even greater efforts to publicise the names of 

those who support the appeal. Leaflets and newspapers should 

be issued at the enterprises and in blocks of houses in towns to 

expose enemy propaganda. We must call upon the democratic 

press to give prominence to the best collectors of signature, the 

best fighters for peace, and popularise their experience.  

 Emulation in collecting signatures should be developed 

between enterprises, towns, departments and also between 

organisations of various countries. Such emulation has already 

been organised between the workers in metallurgical 

enterprises, between women in Paris and Milan, between the 

youth of Berlin, Rome and Paris.  
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 The holiday period provides ever greater possibilities for 

sending groups of the youth and adult workers to the 

countryside where they can help to step up the collection of 

signatures.  

 Sports events, for example, the cycle race in France, all 

kinds of festivals, preparations for the celebration of the 50th 

anniversary of the discovery of radium, and also the peace and 

friendship rally of the French and Italian youth to be held in 

Nice on August 13-20, should enable all Communists, all peace 

supporters to engage in even more vigorous activities.  

 Finally, July 14, anniversary of the fall of the Bastille, 

should be a day of mass collection of signatures to the 

Stockholm appeal, a day of struggle for freedom, against 

repressions,  for the release of all partisans of peace now in 

prison.  

 The dying or still-born French governments continually 

replacing one another are intensifying  repression in order to 

save the regime which is tottering at its very foundations.  

 Civil courts are giving way to the military tribunals of a 

state of siege. Fighters for peace, summoned as witnesses 

before examining judges, are arrested, as was the case with 

Jeanne Pitaval in Roanne and Dupont in Nancy. At present 

twelve women are in prison, and 84 women, headed by 

Eugenie Cotton, are faced with persecution. The young peace 

supporter, Raymonde Dien, was jailed by a military court for 

lying on the railway track in order to hold up a train carrying 

war materials.  

 The Government of France resorted to repressions against 

Frederic Joliot-Curie, removing him from the post of High 

Commissioner for Atomic Energy. It appears that a scientist 

who is a peace supporter does not suit the Government in the 

pay of Washington. In these circumstances all partisans of 

peace are asking themselves why, then, should they be soldiers 

of this Government? The Communist Party and all friends of 
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peace must reply to the repressions and manoeuvres of the 

warmongers by participating, with greater energy and 

enthusiasm, in the struggle for peace, particularly in the 

campaign for signatures to the Stockholm appeal.  

 Hundreds of communal peace councils are being formed 

throughout France in addition to thousands already functioning. 

But all this is far from being sufficient. We must completely 

overcome all sectarian views with regard to the organisation of 

the campaign, must draw into the work every possible trade-

union, peasant, cultural and religious body, must smash each 

and every attempt to regard the campaign as completed or 

nearly completed, and we must reveal the full significance of 

those geographical regions and those social strata not yet 

reached by the campaign. It is necessary constantly to fight for 

the extension of the boundaries of the peace movement, to 

develop emulation on a large scale, to multiply the number of 

public pronunciations by political, public, church and cultural 

leaders. We must, in close alliance with the masses, ensure the 

work of the peace committee and communal peace councils. It 

is absolutely right that in France, centres for counting the 

signatures and for announcing the results of the campaign are 

being formed, and that the participation of people of widely 

differing views, people who have signed the appeal, be ensured 

for these centres. Counting the signatures does not signify the 

end of the campaign. It makes it possible to see what should be 

done next. It is an important means of intensifying the struggle 

for new results.  

 We must work with an ever greater sense of responsibility 

to ensure that the results of the campaign in France for 

signatures to the Stockholm appeal should enable the French 

delegates to the Second World Peace Congress to declare: in 

our country everything has been done to secure success of the 

campaign and to wrest from the hands of the war criminals the 

weapon which they want to use for a new aggression.  
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IN THE CHINESE PEOPLE’S REUBLIC   
 

DRAFTING THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN  
 

 At the end of June, the Second Plenary Session of the 

Committee of Financial and Economic Affairs of the 

Government Administration Council of China was held in 

Peking.   

 This Committee was formed in October, 1949 to direct and 

co-ordinate the work of 16 Ministries, including those of 

Finance, Heavy Industry, Light Industry, Agriculture, Trade 

and Communications, People’s Bank and the Maritime 

Customs Administration. During the past eight months, 

centralised control of the economic and financial work of State 

organs was effected by the Committee, equilibrium in public 

revenue and expenditure was achieved and currency and prices 

stabilised in the main. One of the chief tasks facing the 

Committee of Financial and Economic Affairs in the 

immediate future is that of outlining the basis of the first Five-

Year Plan (1951-1955) for the rehabilitation and development 

of the national economy of China, and also the plan for 1951. 

  

RICE AND FLOUR RATIONING ABOLISHED 
IN SHANGAI 

  

 Price stabilisation and ample food supplies have resulted in 

rice and flour rationing being ended in Shanghai.  

 Rice and flour rationing in Shanghai was introduced last 
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July to safeguard the standard of living of the working people 

and to secure market stability. All factory and office workers, 

students, teachers, government officials and citizens, who were 

members of street co-operatives, could buy 10 kilograms of 

rice or one sack of flour per month, at prices much lower than 

market prices. Now, with unified prices for rice in State trading 

concerns, citizens of Shanghai, a city with a 5,000,000 

population, can buy grain to any amount.  

 

FURTHER STRENGTHENING OF THE COMMUNIST 

PARTY OF CHINA  

 

 The membership of the Communist Party of China 

exceeded, 5,000,000 at mid-year. Of this number, 3,850,000 

are members of local organisations while 1,200,000 members 

are serving in the People’s Army, More than 2,000,000 are new 

members who joined the Party during 1949 and the first half of 

the current year.  

 The Third Plenum of the Central Committee decided to 

intensify Party education and in this way raise the political 

consciousness of the new members. It was also decided to 

carry out a purge in the Party with the view to further 

strengthening its ranks.  

 

BUMPER WHEAT CROP  
 

 A total wheat yield of 20 million tons is anticipated in 

China this year,—3,300,000 tons more than last year’s crop.  

 Commenting on this news, the Sinhua Agency says that 

this year’s outstanding wheat harvest is due to a number of 

factors: 2,000,000 more hectares were sown to wheat; rainfall 

was timely and adequate; there was widespread application of 

fertiliser and insecticide, and above all, the People’s 
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Government aided the peasants.  
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MAO TSE-TUNG, CHAIRMAN OF THE 
CENTRAL PEOPLE’S GOVERNMENT 

OF THE CHINESE PEOPLE’S 
REPUBLIC, AMONG THE REPUBLIC’S 

FIRST HEROES OF LABOUR….  
 

 
 

Mao Tse-tung, Chairman of the Central People’s 

Government of the Chinese People’s Republic, among the 

Republic’s first Heroes of Labour at the session of the 

National Committee of the Political Consultative Conference 

of China. 
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4th CONGRESS Of THE VANGUARD 
PEOPLE’S PARTY OF COSTA RICA  

 

 The recent 4th Congress of the Advanced People’s Party of 

Costa-Rica discussed the following questions:  

 1) The International situation and the growing war danger;   

 2) The internal situation in the country;  

 3) the trade unions.  

 Delegates subjected to sharp criticism the work of the Party 

during the 1948 elections and in the period of the civil war 

which ended in defeat for the democratic forces due solely to 

direct and brazen intervention in the internal affairs of Costa 

Rica by the State Department of whose orders “Nacional 

Guards” broke through from Nicaragua. Congress recognised 

that the Party failed to expose properly the U.S. intervention.  

 The Congress regarded as absolutely correct the decision 

of the Party leadership to carry on the struggle in the period of 

repressions which set in. In the most difficult conditions, the 

Party succeeded in heading the struggle for the restoration of 

democratic liberties, for national freedom.  

 Considering that, after the civil war, Costa Rica had been 

transformed into a semi-colony of the U.S., Congress approved 

the slogan of creating a National Front and expressed itself in 

favour of the tactic of a united front with the broad masses, 

irrespective of what Party or leaders they followed.  
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LAND DISTRIBUTION IN VIET-NAM  
 

 The distribution of land, belonging to French colonists and 

Viet-Nam traitors, is being carried out among poor farmers in 

all liberated zones in Viet-Nam. The Provisional Land 

Distribution Committees, formed throughout the country, have 

speedily measured the land available for distribution and in 

many places have completed distribution of land among 

families of poor farmers and the soldiers serving in the 

People’s Liberation Army.  



IDEOLOGICAL WORK IN SOCIALIST 
UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY. Fred 

Oelssner, Member, Central Board of 
the Socialist Unity Party of Germany 

  

 The Plenum of the Central Board of the Socialist Unity 

Party of Germany, held on June 2-3, adopted a resolution “On 

Improving Party Propaganda”. This resolution is very 

significant for the transformation or the Socialist Unity Party of 

Germany into a militant Marxist-Leninist Party.  

 In April, 1946, the Communist Party of Germany and the 

Social Democratic Party of Germany were the first parties to 

unite after the Second World War. They fused and became the 

German Socialist Unity Party. Unlike the amalgamations of 

worker’s parties which took place later in other countries, the 

amalgamation in Germany was not preceded by wide 

discussion of ideological problems. There was complete 

unanimity on tactical questions in the struggle for the 

democratisation of Germany, while on matters of principle 

there was general agreement on the final aim only, that is with 

regard to Socialism. The conception of a “special German way 

to Socialism” as widespread in the Party, and Social 

Democratic tendencies were very strong. Survivals of 

sectarianism on the part of former members of the Communist 

Party had not yet been overcome. Consequently, the main inner 

Party task, after the amalgamation, was ideological education 

of the Patty members. At its initial meeting on May 14, 1946 

the Board elected by the inaugural Congress adopted a basic 

decision which defined the structure of the system of Party 

education in the Socialist Unity Party of Germany. The Board, 

since then, has given serious attention to matters attending 
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Party propaganda. It reached a number of decisions which laid 

the foundation for the Marxist-Leninist education of Party 

members, especially of the Party activists.  

 The Socialist Unity Party of Germany has undoubtedly 

achieved notable success in Party education. Since 1946, 

240,583 members have attended Party schools, of whom 

171,009 (i.e. the greater part) attended District Party Schools.  

 The ideological level of Party workers was raised. Because 

of this there was little difficulty in excluding from the Socialist 

Unity Party of Germany such enemies of the people as Gniffke, 

Thape and others. But it must be added that the ideological 

struggle waged against these enemies who strove to transform 

the Socialist Unity Party of Germany into a Social Democratic 

Party, was prosecuted with insufficient vigour.  

 The Party schools helped to sharpen class vigilance, to 

remove the enemy agency and render it harmless. For example, 

in the Party school for railwaymen at Magdeburg there was the 

following case: one of the students criticised the viewpoint of 

the Central organ of the Party regarding the treacherous policy 

of the Tito clique. Investigation showed that this Tito agent, 

who had been a prisoner of war in Yugoslavia had been trained 

there in a special school for criminal activities. Skilfully 

masking himself, he was engaged in wrecking activities in the 

Party until he was unmasked.  

 An indication of the extent to which the ideological and 

political level of Party members has been raised is seen in the 

delegate conferences held in preparation for the Third Party 

Congress. At these conferences open struggle was waged 

against survivals of Social Democratism, and the actual tasks 

of the Party in the struggle for peace, for the unity of Germany 

and the consolidation of the German Democratic Republic 

were discussed in close connection with the tasks of 

transforming the Socialist Unity Party of Germany into a Party 

of a new type.  
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 Along with these successes in the propaganda work of the 

Party, there are serious shortcomings on which we must 

concentrate all our attention in order to eliminate them. The 

main weaknesses are as follows:  

 Considerable survivals of Social Democratism still exist in 

the Party. These are expressed in a formal attitude towards 

inner Party democracy, in a lack of understanding of the 

leading role of the Soviet Union and the C.P.S.U, (B) and in 

hindering the transformation of the Socialist unity Party into a 

party of a new type and so forth.  

 There is still widespread in the Socialist Unity Party a 

narrow-minded practicism, underestimation of theoretical 

work, a reluctance to study. This practicism is one of the main 

reasons for the inadequate class vigilance displayed by not a 

few comrades. Comrades whose Marxist-Leninist training is 

either poor or lacking altogether are singled out as victims by 

enemy agents. This was revealed by the investigation of a 

number of facts connected with the activities of enemy agents 

inside the Party.  

 The Party has not yet rid itself of sectarianism. Nowadays 

sectarian tendencies are displayed mainly in the sphere of the 

fight for peace and in the attitude to the National Front of 

Democratic Germany. For instance, some comrades object to 

bringing into the Peace Committees or into the National Front 

employers, wealthy peasants, former members of the Nazi 

Party etc. Sectarian views are also revealed in the carrying out 

of our policy of alliance with the working peasantry and 

intelligentsia.  

 These shortcomings, along with others, show that there is 

still a lack of clarity on ideological questions in our Party. They 

show that the quality of our education is still unsatisfactory and 

that it does not, as yet, sufficiently embrace the masses of the 

rank and file members.  

 The Socialist Unity Party of Germany employs self-
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criticism as a “Bolshevik method of educating cadres” (Stalin). 

However, this line was brutally distorted in the Greater Berlin 

District Party school and in several others. In the Greater 

Berlin school, sell-criticism and criticism of actual mistakes 

and existing shortcomings were substituted by special lessons 

in “self-criticism”, which were turned into trials of individual 

students, Bolshevik self-criticism was, in fact, transformed into 

bourgeois psycho-analysis. The leading comrades in the 

Greater Berlin Party school had forgotten Comrade Stalin’s 

teaching to the effect that: “We need not just any kind of self-

criticism. We need that kind of self-criticism which raises the 

culture of the working class, increases its militancy, 

strengthens its faith in victory, multiplies its forces and helps it 

become the real master in the country.”  

 The more the German Democratic Republic developed 

politically, economically and culturally, the more evident it 

became that the methods of Party propaganda were no longer 

adequate. Transforming the Socialist Unity Party into a party of 

a new type is, above all, a matter of ideological-political 

education. The ever-growing need for cadres cannot be 

satisfied by the former methods of training cadres. The 

increased responsibility of the Socialist Unity Party in State, 

economic and cultural life calls, for increased responsibility 

from each member of the Party. Proceeding from this, the 

leadership of the Socialist Unity Party set up, early this year, a 

commission to study the experience of propaganda work in the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union (B). As a result of the 

work performed by the commission, the Central Board of the 

Party adopted an important decision “On improving Party 

propaganda”, which makes use of the principles and the 

experience of the Lenin-Stalin Party as far as this is possible at 

present in the Socialist Unity Party. This decision signifies a 

radical re-organisation of the entire propaganda work of our 

Party.  
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 Study by members and probationer members is carried out 

at present by holding an evening class on political education 

once a month, throughout the Party. The subjects are not 

related. The varying levels of Party members cannot be taken 

into account; fluctuation is observed. This method of study will 

be replaced, as from November 1 this year, by a unified 

academic year in the Party. This new study system envisages 

the following phases in training members and probationer 

members, with non-members also being drawn into study:  

 1. An elementary school for political study—the lower 

stage. For this, preliminary training is not required. Each 

elementary school will have an enrolment of 20-25 students. 

There will be a one-year term and study will be conducted on 

the basis of a unified text-book. Classes, to be held twice 

monthly, will be of two-hours duration.  

 2, There will be study circles for developed comrades. 

Three types of circles are envisaged:  

 a) Circles to study the biography of Comrade Stalin (one-

year term).  

 b) Circles to study the “Short Course of the History of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union (B)” (two-year term).  

 c) Circles to study the “Short Course” together with 

original sources—the main works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and 

Stalin (two-year term).  

 3. District evening schools for branch activists, leading 

District functionaries and also for leading workers in the 

socialised enterprises, machine-hire stations, socialised estates, 

and in the mass organisations, boards, and so on (two-year 

term).  

 4. An evening university of Marxism-Leninism in Berlin 

for leading comrades from the Central Board of the Party,  the 

Board of the Greater Berlin Party organisation, from 

Government bodies and others: (two-year term).  

 In keeping with this system of study, all Party branches are 
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obliged to prepare a united study plan embracing all members 

and probationer members and also non-members anxious to 

study in the educational network of the Socialist Unity. The 

guiding principle of this plan must be to involve each in the 

corresponding circle in accordance with his knowledge.  

 To help propagandists and those studying individually, 

special premises are made available for study (the Party 

cabinets) which must become educational centres.  

 In addition to this general study carried out after work 

there will be special training for leading cadres. This will be in 

the form of full-time schools and courses and will have the 

following stages:  

 Party courses at industrial enterprises—15 days duration; 

District Party schools—8 weeks (beginning with 1951 the term 

will be extended to 3 months); laender Party schools—one year 

term; the Karl Marx Higher Party School—one course of one-

year, one of two-years and a postgraduate two-years course.  

 Moreover, beginning with November 1 this year, a 

correspondence course for 400 students will function for the 

first time as an adjunct of the Higher Party School.  

 The following subjects are taught in the Karl Marx Higher 

Party School: history of the CPSU (B), dialectical and 

historical materialism, political economy and practice of 

economic leadership, general history, the history of Germany 

and of the German working class movement, Party structure, 

economic and political geography, international relations, 

journalism, literature and art, the German and the Russian 

languages. Such subjects as geography, literature, art the 

German and the Russian languages are being taught in the 

Party Schools of the Socialist Unity Party for the first time. The 

“Short History of the C.P.S.U (B)” is the basis of all study 

programmes.  

 As for the content of all the educational work, main 

attention is concentrated on linking a profound study of the 
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works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin with Bolshevik Party 

education.  

 To improve Party propaganda in keeping with the 

decisions of the Central Board, the Party must have tens of 

thousands of trained propagandists. For this purpose, groups of 

propaganda activists, with whom special discussions are held 

twice monthly, have been formed under the auspices of the 

leading organs of all laender and District Party organisations. 

In addition, it is planned to hold each year, during the summer 

vacation (July-October), special courses to prepare 

propagandists for the new academic year. The Party press is 

also set the task of supporting, more actively than hitherto, the 

propaganda work of the Party.  

 The draft of the new Rules of the Socialist Unity Party, 

which will be discussed by the Third Congress, contains a 

point which obliges every member of the Party “constantly to 

enrich his political knowledge by studying Marxism-

Leninism”.  
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PEOPLE OF VENEZUELA 
COMBATTING THE MILITARY 

FASCIST DICTATORSHIP 
 

 On November 24, 1948, three military officers with the 

rank of lieutenant-colonel—Perez Jimenez, Delgado Salbaud 

and Llovera Paez—effected a coup d’etat in Venezuela at the 

behest of the American imperialists, overthrew the government 

headed by the well-known democratic writer, Romulo 

Gallegos, and installed a fascist dictatorship. The new 

government immediately resorted to repressive measures 

against the democratic rights and liberties of the people of 

Venezuela.  

 The establishment of the fascist dictatorship was 

immediately followed by the dissolution of the National 

Assembly, the legislative assemblies and municipal councils 

that is, of all those organs which, for the first time in the 

history of Venezuela, had been elected by the people. The 1917 

Constitution, regarded as the most democratic on the American 

Continent, was abolished; press censorship was introduced, and 

many journalists sent to prison.  

 The Communist Party, although not outlawed officially, 

was subjected to such police fascist repressions that it was 

unable to function legally. In the space of 9 months, the 

“Tribuna Popular”, daily paper of the Communist Party of 

Venezuela, was banned four times and the leading figures in 

the Party were either thrown into prison or deported.  

 Venezuela holds second place in the world for petroleum 

output. In 1948, 74,200,000 tons of crude oil were produced. 

Hence, the strategic importance of Venezuela in the military-

aggressive plans of American imperialism. The Anglo-

American “Shell Company” and “Standard Oil Company” have 
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monopolised practically the entire oil production of Venezuela. 

Between 1918 and 1948, these companies netted profits of 10.8 

billion bolivars (3.35 bolivars equal one dollar), The oil 

industry of Venezuela, which employs sixty thousand workers, 

is concentrated in the States of Zulia, Anzoategui, Managas, 

Guarico and Falcon.  

 The criminal plans of the imperialists foresee the utilisation 

of the vast natural resources of Venezuela. In addition to oil, 

large deposits of iron and uranium ore are available in the 

country. Exploitation of these deposits has already been begun 

this year by “Bethlehem Steel”, an American trust.   

 Agriculture and cattle-raising in Venezuela are in a most 

deplorable state. Whereas, at the beginning of the present 

century, Venezuela held second place in the world for the 

production of coffee, it now holds third place. Tens of 

thousands of tons of rice, maize, sugar, potatoes, oats and 

wheat are imported annually. The backwardness of agriculture 

is due to the latifundia system which deprives thousands of 

peasants of even a meagre plot of land. The state of live-stock 

farming can be gleaned from the fact that Venezuela, which at 

one time had over 10 million head of cattle, has not more than 

3 million at present. 

 The amazing luxury of the bourgeoisie is in sharp contrast 

to the appalling poverty of the working masses. It is not 

surprising, therefore, that tension is daily growing in the 

country. The military dictatorship is opposed by the growing 

discontent of the masses. In these conditions, it is of great 

significance that the Communist Party began to achieve 

successes not only because of its correct political line but also 

because it proved capable of organising and leading the 

working class and the peasantry in the struggle for peace, bread 

and freedom.  

 The newspaper, “Tribuna Popular”, was banned on April 

13, for publishing the patriotic appeal of the Political Bureau of 
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the Communist Party of Venezuela calling for struggle against 

the foreign oil industrialists, for the restoration of 

Constitutional democratic rights, the release of political 

prisoners, the formation of a Democratic Front, and also for 

publishing a moving call to fight for peace. This action was 

followed by severe repressions against the democratic 

movement. Three days later, the progressive newspaper “El 

Nacional”, was suppressed, and its editor, Miguel Otero Silva, 

well-known in the field of culture, a member of the Communist 

Party and General Secretary of the All-Venezuela Peace 

Committee, was forced to leave the country.  

 On May 1, a powerful united demonstration of the working 

people, held under the slogan of the struggle for peace and 

solidarity with the oil workers, took place in the Federal 

District. On May 3, after unsuccessful attempts to win their 

demands peacefully, the oil workers declared a strike. Faced 

with increased prices, they demanded the revision of certain 

points in the agreement signed two years earlier, freedom for 

trade union activities and on. The call to strike was issued by 

the Oil Workers Defence Committee and was supported by the 

workers in other industries. The strike developed into a general 

strike which gripped the whole of the State of Zulia. Taxi-

drivers stopped work and small shopkeepers and cinemas 

closed down. The movement of the working people in 

Anzoategui State assumed a particularly militant character. 

Output of oil came to a standstill.  

 In solidarity with the striking oil workers, the youth took 

their place in the front ranks of the struggle. Strikes began at 

the Universities and other educational establishments in 

Caracas, Merida, Maracaibo, Coro, La Grita, Maturin, 

Barcelona and Ciuded Bolivar., The students held meetings and 

demonstrations. Alarmed by the student movement of 

solidarity, with the workers, the reactionary Minister of 

Education, Dr. Augusto Mijares, issued an order to close all the 
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intermediate and higher schools in the country.  

 The fascist dictatorship retaliated to the strike movement 

with extreme measures. It declared martial law in the oil 

districts gripped by the strike and surrounded these districts 

with large military forces armed to the teeth. Light, gas and 

water were cut off in the workers’ homes. Food supplies, stored 

for the period of the strike, were confiscated. The hated 

“Guardia Nacional” carried out house to house raids searching 

for strikers in order to enforce a return to work. Intimidation 

was used to the full. Machine-guns and rifles are used against 

the strikers and caused casualties. Loud speakers blared false 

news about the collapse of the strike in other centres. Trade-

union leaders were persecuted as criminals, and members of 

their families wore thrown into prison. More than 4,000 

workers were arrested, while 51 trade unions were outlawed.  

 Despite the terror, the strike continued for twelve days. A 

big blow to the strikers was the arrest and imprisonment of  

Jesus Faria, outstanding working class leader and member of 

the Politburo of the Communist Party. Fernando Key Sanchez 

and other revolutionary leaders of the working class are with 

him in prison undergoing solitary confinement in extremely 

bad conditions. Now a nation-wide campaign is underway for 

the release of Jesus Faria. Walls are plastered with slogans 

demanding the release of Faria and other political prisoners, 

petitions are being drawn up, leaflets circulated, including 

protest leaflets issued by the World Federation of Democratic 

Youth against the ban imposed on the Communist Youth 

League in Venezuela and calling for the release of Faria.  

 The increased activities of the Communist Youth League 

have evoked new repressions on the part of the military 

dictatorship. In the village of San Lorenzo, an oil-workers’ 

settlement, three Communist Youth League members were 

arrested, including the 16 year-old Angela Viloria, member of 

the Central Committee of the Y.C.L. In Barquisimeto, Miguel 
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Marquez, a young worker, was brutally tortured.  

 Before it was driven underground, the Communist Party of 

Venezuela had a membership of 25,000 and an excellent 

publishing house. The 14 page daily “Tribuna Popular” was, as 

a rule, printed in 25,000 copies and some issues in 45,000 

copies. In Zulia, the most densely-populated oil state in 

Venezuela, the Communist daily was the most popular 

newspaper. The Party also published a theoretical journal “El 

Communista”. On the occasion of its centenary, the 

Communist Manifesto was reprinted in an edition of 60,000 

copies. In Caracas—the capital of Venezuela—the Party had a 

big book shop, with five branches in the provinces, where 

Marxist literature was available.  

 Communists hold positions in the leadership of the most 

important trade unions. In the 1947 elections, three 

Communists were elected to the National Assembly and one to 

the Senate. It can be stated without any exaggeration that of 

late, the Party has trebled its strength. The social composition 

of its leadership is: workers, 70 per cent; peasants, 20 per cent; 

intellectuals, 10 per cent.  

 On May 13, the miserable puppets of U.S. imperialism, 

now ruling Venezuela, banned the Communist Party and the 

Communist Youth League, confiscated all Party property and 

ordered the arrest of the leadership. But the police-dogs of the 

military dictatorship have failed so far to arrest any of the Party 

leaders except Comrade Jesus Faria, Despite the terror, the 

Party remains strong as never before, its prestige is growing 

and a revolutionary spirit prevails. “Tribuna Popular” and 

“Joven Guardia” (organ of the Y.C.L.) continue to appear 

regularly.  

 The Venezuela Peace Committee is headed by General 

Jose R. Gabaldon. More than 200 Peace Committees function 

in the country. The campaign for signatures to the Stockholm 

appeal is in full swing. At weekends, young workers go from 
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house to house seeking to get all intermediate and higher 

school students to sign the appeal. Among students the 

campaign is held under the slogan “For culture, freedom and 

life!” Despite repressions, in June and July a month’s 

emulation for intensified collection of signatures was held.  

 These fad show that the people of Venezuela, despite the 

monstrous imperialist propaganda, have not forgotten the 

immortal heroes of Stalingrad and maintain in their heads 

warm affection for Comrade Stalin—their beloved teacher and 

leader of the international proletariat. 

  

        

   Ali LAMERA  

   Federico Escarra R.  
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CZECHOSLOVAK  YOUTH IN THE 
STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM AND 

PEACE. Zdenek Hejzlar, Chairman, 
Youth Union of Czechoslovakia 

  

 The Congress of the Youth Union of Czechoslovakia, held 

on June 7-11 in Prague, was a significant event not only for the 

youth of Czechoslovakia, but also for the people of 

Czechoslovakia as a whole. The Congress was attended by 

over two thousand delegates, among whom were the best 

shock-workers, the best peasants, school pupils and students, 

outstanding cultural workers and sportsmen. Many visitors 

were present at the Congress and, above all, numerous 

delegations from foreign youth organisations headed by the 

delegation from the glorious Communist Youth League of the 

Soviet Union.  

 The Congress was a splendid demonstration of the 

soundness and power of the young generation in 

Czechoslovakia. It showed that the youth of Czechoslovakia 

had, with honour, not only overcome the consequences of the 

Hitlerite occupation, but had firmly sided with the People’s 

Democracy, and had resolutely refused to link its fate with the 

bankrupt bourgeoisie whose agents strove to win the youth. 

The Congress showed that the correct policy of the Communist 

Party of Czechoslovakia and the People’s Government which 

provided youth with every opportunity for applying its energy, 

and secured for it a happy future, has completely won over the 

youth of Czechoslovakia. That is why President Comrade 

Clement Gottwald, with every justification, was able to address 

the youth of Czechoslovakia at Congress with the words: “Our 

youth is the flower, the pride of our People’s Democratic 

Republic.”  
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 Congress manifested the faith and affection of the youth 

for their People’s Democratic Republic, for the Communist 

Party of Czechoslovakia and for the President of the Republic, 

Comrade Klement Gottwald. It was a powerful demonstration 

of the affection and loyalty of the young generation of 

Czechoslovakia for their liberator—the Soviet Union and for 

the great Stalin, the best friend of the youth of the world, the 

leader and teacher of the working people.  

 A feature of the Congress was its high ideological level, 

the spirit of international solidarity and the enthusiastic 

readiness of members of the Union to take an active part in the 

great cause of building Socialism and of defending peace, The 

Youth Union, under the guidance of the Communist Party, 

waged a successful struggle for youth unity against the 

splitters. Especially during the twelve months prior to the 

Congress, the work of the Union assumed greater dimensions 

and the Union exercised considerably more influence on all 

sections of the youth of Czechoslovakia. The Union 

successfully developed fraternal co-operation among the youth 

of all nationalities inhabiting the Republic, co-operation which 

has become a school of genuine patriotism and 

internationalism.  

 Comrade Klement Gottwald pointed out to members of the 

Youth Union that successful work depends on their ability to 

secure for the Union fresh successes in its capacity as a real 

shock-worker for the Five-Year Plan, in its capacity as a 

disseminator of Socialist science and organiser of unity of the 

youth of Czechoslovakia. He also pointed out that the Union 

will prove capable of reaching the goals of Socialist education, 

of building up the Republic and the struggle for peace only if it 

is a strong mass organisation.  

 The successes achieved by the Youth Union, which 

Congress noted, is proof that the Union based its work on the 

directives of Comrade Gottwald. The Youth Union of 
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Czechoslovakia held its Congress with a membership of over 

one million, including all sections of the youth, and all 

nationalities inhabiting the Republic. In the twelve months 

before Congress, the Union secured over 400,000 new 

members and the number of branches in factory, village, school 

and city district grew from 13,000 to 22,376 in this period. The 

establishment of youth organisations in the army and in the 

National Security Corps, where the Youth Union groups have 

become serious auxiliaries of the Party in the matter of training 

defenders of the people’s democratic country, has also been 

successful. Congress registered the fact that, in its activity, the 

Union relies on the working class youth. Young workers in the 

Union constitute 45.8 per cent of the total membership and, in 

the Czech lands, 51 per cent. The organisational growth of the 

Youth Union developed on the basis of the constructive and 

educational work carried out by the Union.  

 At the factories, the Youth Union, together with the trade 

unions, devoted itself to developing Socialist emulation and 

shock-work in every way. In 1948, the youth of 

Czechoslovakia became the pioneers of the shock-work 

movement. Last year it initiated among the working youth the 

shock-shifts which play a serious role in securing fulfilment of 

the Five Year Plan. More than 140,000 young workers have 

joined the Socialist emulation movement; widespread Socialist 

emulation developed among the youth in honour of the 

Congress—over 61,000 emulation agreements were signed. 

Nearly a hundred leading shock-workers, such as Brzobohaty, 

Miska, Lazikova, Svoboda Doutnac, Surdak, Dedecius, 

Pikusova and others who have emerged from the ranks of the 

youth, are the pride of the working class of Czechoslovakia. 

Voluntary youth brigades, engaged chiefly in industrial 

construction in Slovakia, have rendered considerable assistance 

in fulfilling the tasks of the Five Year Plan. In 1949, the youth 

of Slovakia completed construction of the “Youth Highway”, a 
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big undertaking in which over 48,000 members of the Union 

took part. New undertakings, in which more than 50,000 young 

people will perform voluntary labour, were begun this year.  

 In rural villages, organisation of the Youth Union helped to 

establish unified agricultural co-operatives which are an 

important step forward in the Socialist reorganisation of the 

countryside. In many places, young peasants were the initiators 

and organisers of the co-operative movement. To promote the 

mechanisation of agriculture, the Youth Union trained more 

than 13,000 tractor drivers. In agricultural study circles young 

people became conversant with Soviet agrobiological science 

and organised experimental field work. Young workers from 

industry helped their comrades in the countryside. Hundreds of 

branches of the youth organisation in the factories assumed 

patronage over rural organisations of the Union.  

 In the schools, the Union helped in educational work and 

initiated the struggle for excellent school work. Each member 

of the Union in the schools regards it as his duty to be an 

exemplary pupil. The Youth Union devoted the utmost 

attention to laying the foundations of the Pioneer organisation 

which, modelled on the glorious Pioneer organisation in the 

Soviet Union, trains children in the spirit of Socialism. Aided 

by the National Front organisations and guided by the 

Communist Party the Union achieved no small success in this 

sphere: by the date of the Congress, the Pioneer units, guided 

by the Union members, numbered 140,000 Czechoslovak 

pioneers in their ranks.  

 Widespread educational work has developed inside the 

Youth organisations, The extension of the network of schools 

for training activists resulted in more than forty thousand youth 

functionaries being trained in the course of seven months. 

Hundreds of thousands of members are engaged in regular 

political study. There has been a hearty response in the Union 

to the organisation of political circles and also to the campaign 
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for the Fucik and Ilemnicki badges—a campaign organised 

with a view to inculcating in the youth love for reading and 

self-study. Twenty-eight thousand youths and girls had already 

begun to attend reading circles at the beginning of the 

campaign. Cultural work among the youth, carried out under 

the guidance of the Union, has assumed big dimensions, as is 

evident from the fact that this year more than 267,000 young 

people, organised in more than 10,000 ensembles; took part in 

amateur dramatic contents. Valuable assistance in this 

educational work has been rendered by the press of the Union, 

which each month publishes newspapers and journals in more 

than 4,.500,000 copies. The publishing house of the Union last 

year issued nearly a million books for young people.  

 Engaged in widespread constructive work under the slogan 

“Build the country, and thereby consolidate peace”, the Youth 

Union of Czechoslovakia has proved that it really is part and 

parcel of the mighty peace front headed by the invincible 

Soviet Union. Peace is not only dear to the youth of 

Czechoslovakia because it has experienced all the horrors of 

war but also because it is convinced that peace needed to 

ensure a happy future. That is why it wants peace also for all 

other nations. The Youth Union spares no effort in supporting 

the World Federation of Democratic Youth and the 

International Student’s Union.  

 The Congress summed up the work carried out and, rightly 

so, positively appraised the work of the Union which it 

characterised as a victory for the united youth organisation of 

Czechoslovakia. Congress laid down a clear plan of work for 

the future. The delegates enthusiastically adopted the tasks 

which President of the Republic, Klement Gottwald, placed 

before the Union in his speech.  

 In creative labour which opens wide possibilities for the 

development of new heroes of labour, by participating in  the 

political life of the State, by educating future Socialist masters 
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of the country, in ceaseless struggle against wreckers inside the 

country and against the imperialist enemies of peace, the Youth 

Union of Czechoslovakia will successfully solve the task of 

educating young builders of Socialism.  

 Congress called upon the million strong Youth Union of 

Czechoslovakia to carry on educational work, not only in its 

own ranks, but also among the entire youth of Czechoslovakia, 

Congress emphasised that each local of the Union must bear 

full responsibility for all the youth in its area and must conduct 

its daily work accordingly. In this connection, Congress 

specially stressed the duty of the Youth Union to further 

develop the Pioneer movement.  

 The Youth Union of Czechoslovakia will educate the 

young generation under the direct guidance of the Communist 

Party in order to become its reliable and loyal helpmate. In this 

way, it will become possible to involve in the noble task of 

building Socialism the entire youth of Czechoslovakia and to 

educate a heroic generation of builders of Socialism and 

unshakable defenders of peace, a generation worthy of the 

Stalin epoch in which it has the good fortune to live.  
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THE TITO-RANKOVIC GESTAPO. 
Gabor Peter, Member, Central 

Committee, Hungarian Workers’ 
Party 

 

I. 

 

 The Rajk trial and facts that have come to light since, 

proved that there is hardly a single person in the leadership of 

the present terrorist, fascist type police regime in Yugoslavia 

who was not an agent of the old Royal police, and later, of the 

espionage organisations of the Western imperialists or the 

Gestapo. It is known that Rankovic, Minister of Interior in 

Yugoslavia, served at least since 1935, as an agent of the Royal 

secret police in Yugoslavia and that even prior to World War 

Two he constantly betrayed Communists. Tito, likewise, began 

to work for British Intelligence in 1936. Most of the present 

leadership of the so-called “Communist Party of Yugoslavia”, 

those who were in Spain, travelled there on instructions from 

the Yugoslav police or British Intelligence.  

 Accordingly, the base methods of the old Serb Royal 

police, of the Intelligence Services of the Western imperialists 

and the Gestapo were used from the very beginning in building 

OZNA (the so-called Department for Defence of the People— 

the Tito Intelligence Service). During World War Two, British 

and American spies and provocateurs, obligingly invited to 

Yugoslavia by Tito, took a direct part in organising OZNA. 

From the outset, OZNA functioned as a military organ. The 

command of every military unit had OZNA officers attached to 

it. One of their jobs was to remove, to eliminate Yugoslavs 

who were loyal to the people and friendly to the Soviet Union. 

Soon OZNA extended its sphere of activities to the population 
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in the liberated areas. Here, too its function, from the very 

outset, was to remove from leading posts the anti-imperialist 

elements faithful to the people.  

 We know from the exposures made by the Yugoslav Air-

Force General Popivoda, and by General Cordon, hero of the 

liberation struggle in Spain how persistently and systematically 

the Titoites even during the war, betrayed entire unit to the 

Germans, units composed of the best Communists’ and 

workers’ detachments, how they were sent on assignments, the 

details of which OZNA previously had communicated to the 

Gestapo. We know of the case of Yvo Lola Ribar who, in 

1943, was commissioned by the Yugoslav People’s Liberation 

Anti-Fascist Council to direct the negotiations with the 

Western powers. Ribar, General Secretary of the Yugoslav 

Communist Youth Union and member of the Political Bureau 

of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia, a hero of the people’s 

liberation struggle, was a firm supporter of the Soviet Union, 

and an enemy of the imperialists. For this reason he did not suit 

the Titoites, and, so OZNA, with the help of the Intelligence 

Service and as “a result of a fatal mistake” killed Ribar and his 

companions as they were about to board an airplane. After 

Ribar had been put out of the way, the negotiations were 

entrusted to General Velebit, an old British spy.  

 In the autumn of 1944, OZNA, on orders from Tito, got rid 

of General Yvan Miljutinovic, member of the Yugoslav 

General Staff and of the Political Bureau of the Party. On his 

way to liberated Belgrade, Miljutinovic, by means of a 

carefully arranged “accident”, was drowned in the Danube.  

 The OZNA personnel twice underwent through change: 

first in the spring of 1945, when the whole of Yugoslavia was 

liberated, and second—this time as the UDB—after June 1948, 

when the Information Bureau Resolution stripped the mask off 

the Tito clique.  

 After the liberation, the Tito clique granted an 
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exceptionally wide amnesty to the enemies of the people. This 

amnesty affected thousands of men of the Royal police, 

Ustashi, Chetniks, Gestapo spies, provocateurs, elements 

expelled from the Communist Party and also those who had 

collaborated with the German invader and the Gestapo, Tito 

and Rankovic, deliberately and willingly, began to plant these 

people not only in OZNA but also in various posts in the 

Communist Party. This process was facilitated by the fact that 

in addition to his being chief of 0ZNA, Rankovic became the 

head of the personnel department of the Communist Party of 

Yugoslavia. At the same time, Rankovic. using various 

pretexts, began to remove those loyal to the people and friendly 

to the Soviet Union not only from the State security organs but 

also from the Party. This task was made easier for Tito and 

Rankovic by the fact that in the summer of 1945. the Political 

Bureau of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia passed a 

decision whereby the leadership of all important Party 

organisations must include an OZNA representative. The 

OZNA representative certainly was not elected, he was 

appointed by Rankovic.  

 

II. 

 

 In 1946, 02NA was re-organised and replaced by the UDB 

(State Security Board). The UDS is a centralised body with 

headquarters in Belgrade. It includes police, border guard and 

other police formations of most varied purpose and structure. 

Rankovic also heads military counter-espionage. The UDB has 

a centre in each of the Federal Republics; this centre, formally 

subordinated to the Minister of the Interior of the given 

Republic is, in practice, directed by the Deputy Minister of the 

Interior of the Republic, who is completely and directly 

subordinate to Rankovic.  

 Thus, the entire country is in the grip of police tentacles of 
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Yugoslav fascists who, aided by the  Anglo-American 

intelligence agents, have formed a far-reaching terror 

apparatus. By means of the UDB, Tito and Rankovic wiped out 

many honest Communists and carried out a counter-

revolutionary coup d’etat, as a result of which the system of 

people’s democracy was actually eliminated in Yugoslavia and 

now capitalism is being restored.   

 Here are a few examples showing the kind of people in the 

leadership of the UDB. Svetislav Stefanovic betrayed to the 

police a group of young workers in Belgrade during the 

monarchy. Stefanovic was a boyhood friend of Rankovic, and 

naturally, Rankovic saved him from paying for his treachery. 

At present, Stefanovic is one of the UDB leaders.  

 Veljko Micunovic who, during the war, belonged to 

Dragoljub Jovanovic’s kulak party, is a similar type. An old 

British agent, Micunovic, made the acquaintance of Rankovic 

during the War. Bate Milic is another leading figure in the 

UDB. Milic’s father was a gendarme in the old Yugoslavia. 

While in Spain and in the French internment camp, Milic acted 

as a Trotskyite provocateur. Lieutenant-Colonel Yavorski 

“worked” in our country, Hungary, as a Yugoslav “diplomat”. 

He was the UDB resident agent in Budapest. Yavorski was a 

police officer in pre-war Yugoslavia and was a member of 

Macek’s kulak party. Yavorski wormed his way into the 

Communist Party of Yugoslavia and then betrayed the 

organisation, of which he was a member, to Ustashi police. 

This provocation by Yavorski served him as a 

recommendation, enabling the UDB to give him such a 

“delicate” assignment as the direction of its agency in Hungary. 

After the liberation of Hungary, Lieutenant-Colonel Smiljnic 

was engaged in espionage in our country. His father, a wealthy 

businessman, was in the service of the Royal police, while he 

acted as provocateur in the ranks of the Yugoslav Communist 

Youth Union. During the war he served also, for a time, with 
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the Ustashi.  

 The Rajk trial showed that only former provocateurs, spies, 

informers and traitors were employed in the Yugoslav legation 

in Budapest.   

 Such was Major Brankov, head of the Yugoslav Legation 

in Budapest, who as one of the accused in the Rajk trial was 

sentenced to life imprisonment. Such was Boarov, Press-

Attache of the Yugoslav Legation in Budapest, who murdered. 

Milos Moic because the latter threatened to “expose the Tito-

Rankovic espionage organisation in Hungary.  

 The experience in Hungary shows that other Yugoslav 

diplomatic representations are made up, in the main, of similar 

elements, At first, these spies and provocateurs were sent to 

“atone” for their former crimes. However, this was just empty 

talk. In Yugoslavia these anti-popular elements, the old gang of 

fascists, also constitute the main support of the Tito regime. 

The investigation, carried out in connection with the Rajk case, 

revealed that, whenever a Hungarian politician in Yugoslavia 

had a private audience with a Minister or a State-Secretary, 

attempts were made to recruit him.  

 

III. 

 

 The UDB personnel underwent an even more radical 

change at the end of June 1948, when all Communists. loyal to 

the people, were discharged from it, and former gendarmes, 

Ustashi, Chetniks, Gestapo spies and especially those 

recommended by the Anglo-American intelligence services 

were rapidly taken on, this time without the slightest attempt to 

justify this fact. Most of the discharged UDB personnel—

workers loyal to the people—were immediately thrown into 

prison. Such was the case with the valiant UDB officer, Major 

Nenad Vasic, who was Deputy Chief of the UDB in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. Lieutenant-Colonel Djoko Petrocki also found 
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himself in prison.  

 After publication of the Information Bureau Resolution in 

June 1948, special commissions were formed to “purge” the 

UDB. Such commissions went from town to town in 

Yugoslavia, “purging” or, more precisely, arresting those loyal 

to the people and to the Soviet Union. In this connection, 

armed clashes occurred in some places. For example, the entire 

Party organisation in Bjelo Polje, together with the regional 

Secretary, were killed while resisting a “purging unit” of the 

UDB. Lieutenant-General Veljko Micunovic, second assistant, 

to Rankovic, was the main director of thee commissions. By 

way of illustration as to who guided these commissions, it is 

sufficient to mention the name of Major Raduvoje Stakic who 

carried out the “purge” in Serbia. Stakic, While in the service 

of Yugoslav fascists, was simultaneously a member of three 

fascist parties. In 1944, sensing the defeat of fascism, he went 

over to the partisans and, later, got into the UDB. When he was 

identified and investigated, the case was dismissed with the 

following words: The UDB needs not people of pure character, 

but smart people”.  

 The discharged UDB officers were replaced by scoundrels 

such as Colonel Dragoljub Ristic, UDB, chief in the 

Voevodina, son of a wealthy tradesman from Kragujevac; 

Yovan Yremic, son of a kulak  from Backa; Major Geveti 

Brisat, son of a wealthy Sabac tradesman, Petar Zakic, UDB 

officer in Novi Sad, was an informer in the Hungarian 

gendarmerie. Yuraj Gruber from Zagreb was expelled from the 

Communist Youth Union in 1947 for his open attacks against 

the Soviet Union. Alter the Information Bureau Resolution, 

Gruber became a member of the Communist Party of 

Yugoslavia and was given an important post in the Zagreb 

UDB.  

 In 1948, the UDB formed special departments for the 

purpose of controlling the mass organisations, schools, cultural 
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institutions and sports societies. All this was necessary for the 

Tito clique because the Resolution of the Information Bureau 

found an exceptionally profound response among the working 

people.  

 At that time, the above-mentioned Lieutenant-Colonel 

Yavorski, chief of a central UDB department, said: “Soon, the 

UDB headquarters will know about every citizen in 

Yugoslavia, with whom he supped and what he supped, that is, 

provided he has that with which to sup.”  

 Such are the imperialist agents who, held in utter scorn, 

seek by means of terror to strangle the struggle of the Yugoslav 

working people for the liberation of their country.  

 

IV. 

 

 As a result of the UDB terror, the existing prisons in 

Yugoslavia are filled to overflowing. New prisons have been 

built. In Karadjerdjero. for example, three two-storey buildings 

were converted into prisons. Approximately 60,000 prisoners 

are held in prisons on the Dalmatian Islands. New prisons are 

being opened in Zemun, Mitrovici and Kosovo. Many patriots 

and Communists are languishing in the central prison in 

Belgrade.  

One of the largest prisons in Yugoslavia, that in Sremska-

Mitrovica, holds five thousand people. Prior to June 1948, this 

prison held war criminals and fascists. After the Information 

Bureau Resolution on the situation in the Communist Party of 

Yugoslavia, the composition of its inmates changed in the 

space of a few months. The fascists were let out, and 

Communists loyal to their people and the Soviet Union, put in. 

In the summer of 1948, 1200-1500 comrades were thrown into 

this prison in a matter of three months. The majority of them 

were sent there without trial, direct from the UDB.  

In the Sremska-Mitrovica prison there languish Comrade 
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Hebrang and Zujevic Zsigmond Kek—chief editor of the 

newspaper “Magyar So”; Lajos Nagy, deputy from Novi Sad; 

Elemar Tombacz, member of the leadership of the Subotica 

organisation of the Communist Party, and many other leading 

Party workers. The prisoners also include some 500 Soviet 

citizens whom the prison authorities, more than once, have 

tried to force to adopt Yugoslav citizenship.  

The prisoners are dreadfully maltreated. To extract the 

evidence required by the UDB, they are tortured by electric 

current and the tearing off of finger nails. Prisoners are often 

placed in dungeons where they are kept for several days with 

water up to their waists.  

Treman, the prison chief, declared in this connection that 

“either the Communists will agree to serve Tito or they will die 

here”.  

In not a few cases, political prisoners are murdered, their 

bodies thrown from top floor windows—an act which is 

represented as suicide or an attempt to escape. Many political 

prisoners have been crippled as a result of floggings.  

One method of doing away with prisoners is to send them 

to work on swamp reclamation where, due to brutal treatment 

and unhealthy conditions, they perish by the hundred. Many of 

the prisoners sent to reclamation work in the Lonsko Polje 

area, died from artificially caused exhaustion.  

The prisoners families are also subjected to severe 

sufferings. They are evicted from their homes, their property 

confiscated, deprived of rations and denied work. The relatives 

and children of imprisoned Communists are doomed to death 

from starvation. All who help them, run the risk of landing in 

prison.  

 

V. 

 

The provincial organs of the UDB plunder the toiling 
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peasants and rule like real satraps. They have created a 

“network of informers among the kulaks who, in general, are 

the main support of the UDB in the countryside.  

The UDB contains the growing dissatisfaction of the 

peasantry only by unbridled terror.  

At a meeting of farm labourers in Sente in the autumn of 

1949, 600 people protested against hunger, shouting: “Bread 

for the people! Better death than hunger!” UDB agents and 

informers, who mingled with the crowd, arrested Andras 

Maczionkai, one of the speakers, and 32 of his comrades, and 

dispersed the meeting by force of arms.  

About the same time, 150 people were arrested in the 

village of Bajmok during the collection of the State grain 

quotas. Among them were the poor peasants, Pajo Babic, Lazo 

Aljga, Eva Petres and the medium peasant, Janos Ispanovics.  

Night arrests are effected en masse by the UDB of those 

who refuse to give up their crops. They are beaten, jailed for 

two or three months and, in this way forced to fulfil the 

arduous quota deliveries. Yosef Majstroviti, a 60 year old 

resident of the village of Bajmok, who had all his. property 

confiscated, hanged himself.  

The fascist-gestapo apparatus of Rankovic acts with brutal 

ferocity against the Albanians, Macedonians, Bulgarians and 

Hungarians residing on Yugoslav territory. On the basis of 

framed charges they are sent for forced labour, whence there is 

no return.  

The Titoites resort to most foul provocations. They 

systematically trap “suspect” and “undesirable” citizens, i.e. 

Communists loyal to their people and the Soviet Union, and by 

these provocateur methods get honest people sent to prison. In 

Zagreb, Anka Beric, a trade union employee, accompanied by 

an officer, was sent to the Party worker Bora Vishkic who, 

trapped into speaking in favour of the Resolution of the 

Information Bureau, was immediately arrested.  
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The UDB has created a wide network of informers at the 

factories. Most of these are fascists and former factory 

overseers. Very often fascist elements, who fled the People’s 

Democracies, are used for this purpose. Yosip Sucic acts as 

UDB informer in the Ministry of Trade of Croalia. The 

manager of the grain delivery station in Zomborsk, Ljubomir 

Djevic, is another. Djevic betrayed working peasants who 

sought to evade the heavy delivery quotas and were arrested.  

Of the many fascists released at the time of the amnesty, 

most are now used as agents and spies. These agents are 

instructed to worm their way into the anti-Titoite underground 

and carry out provocations among revolutionary elements.  

Through its informers occupying leading posts, the UDB 

assigns tasks to “undesirable elements”, fulfilment of which is 

illegal and punishable. Those who carry out these assignments 

are intimidated and forced to work for the UDB. Those who 

refuse are “exposed” and put on trial. Very often these 

provocations are carried out under cover of darkness: anti- 

Titoite leaflets are thrown into the houses of “suspects”. Those 

who fail to report the matter to the UDB are arrested. More 

than a hundred arrests of this kind were made in August 1948 

in one district in Belgrade alone.  

 

VI. 

 

In its capacity as a branch of the Anglo-American secret 

service, the Belgrade espionage centre sends to the countries of 

people’s democracy, including Hungary, its spies, wreckers 

and terrorists.  

A fairly large number of agents sent into Hungary are 

given a long course of training.  

The UDB trains with special care those earmarked for 

work among the Yugoslav political emigres. The majority of 

these agents are trained for terrorist activities. The transfer of 
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these agents across the border is thoroughly prepared. Very 

often pursuit of these emigres is staged on the border, they are 

fired upon in order to create the impression of an escape.  

The tasks of these spics and provocateurs is to carry to 

joint espionage with the Yugoslav diplomatic missions against 

the People’s Democracies and the Soviet Union, in the interests 

of the imperialists. It was revealed, for example, that the 

Yugoslav mission in Budapest had large stocks of false 

documents and seals of the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and other organs. They had supplies of false Hungarian 

passports and corresponding seals for visas. Anton Rob, a 

provocateur of the Horthy police, whom the Titoites used for 

the establishment of a wide espionage network in Hungary, 

fled the country with one of these false passports. Ljubica 

Hribar was taken out of the country with a false passport and 

then returned as an agent. At one time the entire Yugoslav 

mission in Budapest took part in circulating in Hungary the 

materials of the Belgrade provocateurs. These activities might 

be regarded as innocent compared with the fact that, together. 

with the Hungarian fascist forces led by Rajk and his 

accomplices, the Titoites sought to kill the leaders of the 

Hungarian Communist Party.  

In the autumn of 1948, Rankovic entered Hungarian 

territory illegally, with the aid of Mrazovic, the Yugoslav 

envoy, for the purpose of delivering “instructions”.  

 

* 

 

The fascist-gestapo apparatus of the hangman Rankovic is 

the object of hatred and contempt on the part of all working 

people in Yugoslavia. The more openly the Titoite gang of 

spies and provocateurs sides with the American imperialists 

and warmongers, the stronger the resistance of the working 

people and the more ferocious the terror of the Rankovic’s 
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janissaries. Another wave of terror has gripped Yugoslavia. 

The foul attack of the U.S. imperialists against the Korean 

people, defending their freedom and independence, has made a 

profound impression in Yugoslavia. The working people of 

Yugoslavia know that the outcome of the liberation struggle of 

the Korean people will also affect its fate. The Tito gang has 

replied to the events in Korea by an army mobilisation. 

Everywhere, men are being called up for service; tens of 

thousands of peasants, engaged in harvesting and threshing, are 

driven into barracks. By this mobilisation measure, Tito is 

playing up to his American masters who are sparing no effort 

to foment war hysteria and for whom this mobilisation is 

extremely favourable. But thousands of the mobilised men are 

protesting and deserting. The Tito-Rankovic gestapo is using 

this as a pretext for a new terror crusade against the working 

people, to herd more people into the already overcrowded 

prisons and concentration camps.  

The struggle against the Tito gang is sharpening. The long-

suffering people of Yugoslavia groaning now, after the 

Hitlerite yoke” under that of the Tito gang, are drawing fresh 

strength from the successes of the camp of peace and Socialism 

from the liberation struggle of the Korean people.  

The will of Yugoslav patriots is reinforced by the 

knowledge that it is possible, by means of resolute and 

stubborn struggle, to rid themselves of all imperialist slavery, 

that their struggle for freedom is backed by the full solidarity 

and sympathy of the entire progressive camp headed by the 

mighty Soviet Union.  
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PROVINCIAL CONFERENCES OF THE 
POLISH UNITED WORKERS’ PARTY  

 

The annual provincial conferences of the Polish United 

Workers’ Party are now taking place in Poland. Conferences 

have already been held in Katowice—industrial centre of the 

Silesian-Dombrowski Province—in Lodz, Poznan, Warsaw 

Province, Wroclaw, Zhizhevo and Cracow.  

These conferences are a big event in the life of the Party 

and the country. They review and appraise the manifold 

activities carried out by the Party organisations during the 

preceding year, rally Party members and the working masses 

for fulfilment of the tasks of the Six-Year Plan.  

The conferences, particularly. in the working class centres, 

are distinguished by their militant spirit and revolutionary 

enthusiasm. The speeches of the delegates express affection 

for, and loyalty to, the U.S.S.R., the C.P.S.U.(B) and Comrade 

Stalin.  

Members of the Central Committee and of the Politburo 

are taking part in the work of the conferences. Comrade Bierut 

attended the conference at Katowice where he summarised the 

results of the discussion in which 56 delegates took part.  

At all conferences, the provincial Party Committees report 

on their work and new committees and auditors are elected. At 

many of the conferences, questions are discussed which are of 

particular significance for the given organisation.  

Special enthusiasm prevailed at the Katowice conference. 

The Silesian-Dombrowski Basin has achieved considerable 

successes. Output of heavy machinery increased there during 

1949, by 607 per cent; coal by 2,500,000 tons; machine-tool 

output by 161 per cent. Additional tens of thousands of 

workers have been involved in emulation.  

However, all Party organisations in the Basin are fully 
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aware of their shortcomings. There are still pits that are behind 

hand, labour efficiency shows unequal growth, certain grades 

of steel have not reached target figures.  

In winding up the discussion, Comrade Bierut spoke about 

the extremely important role of the Party organisation in the 

Silesian-Dombrowski Province, about its achievements and its 

splendid people, about its shortcomings and ways of 

overcoming them. Comrade Bierut drew special attention to the 

struggle for Socialist labour discipline and linked questions of 

production with Party organisational work.   

In those provinces where agriculture predominates, the 

conferences focussed attention on organisational questions and 

the development of producer co-operatives. The Party has 

achieved significant successes in this sphere: more than a 

thousand producer co-operatives have been set up, many of 

which have become strengthened, both organisationally and 

economically. But along with this, the conferences have 

revealed a number of shortcomings in this sphere.  

Thus, in the producer co-operatives of Poznan Province, 

the percentage of smallholders is considerably below that of 

the middle pea ants.  

The conferences showed the necessity of devoting more 

attention to drawing in small-holders during the process of 

organising producer co-operatives. Relying on the small-

holders, it is necessary to intensify the offensive against the 

kulaks and, on a wide scale, to draw in the middle peasants into 

producer co-operatives. 

To achieve this—it was pointed out at the conferences—

Party organisations in the countryside must take greater care to 

ensure that the core of the Party organisations should be 

composed of farm labourers and poor peasantry. The work of 

the Party organisations must become more militant and must 

assume the spirit of an offensive.  

The conferences also showed the necessity of extending 
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the organisation of first-grade co-operatives, i.e. co-operatives 

for the common cultivation of the soil which are the most 

appropriate form of producer co-operatives for the broad 

peasant masses.  

 

J. K.  
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AMERICAN CINEMA—INSTRUMENT 
OF WAR. Georges Sadoul 

 

When the atom bomb was tested by the U.S. Navy at 

Bikini, it was named “Gilda” after the heroine of the 

Hollywood film of the same name which, of course, gained 

wide publicity for the film. This was not just a coincidence, nor 

was it fortuitous.  

Hollywood is owned by eight big companies united in the 

M.P.P.A. (Motion Pictures Producers Association). All film 

companies affiliated to M.P.P.A. are directly dependent on 

U.S. finance capital.  

“Paramount”, “Metro Goldwyn”, “Warner”, “Fox” and 

R.K.O. are directly controlled by the Rockefeller and Morgan 

concerns, and also by their subsidiaries and associates:—

“General Electric”, “Western Electric”, “General Motors”, 

“Chase Bank”, “Dupont de Nemours”, “Standard Oil” and 

other concerns of finance capital which have also monopolised 

atomic energy production. In the U.S., the film industry and the 

atom bomb are in the same hands.  

Everybody knows that Hollywood film material is not 

chosen “from love of art”. Hollywood films are designed to 

suit the desires of a handful of financers, the kings of the film 

industry. And these desires are far from being innocent. 

Controlled by the most aggressive warmongers, Hollywood has 

become a gigantic centre for imperialist propaganda, a 

monstrous enterprise corrupting the mind, producing a new and 

insidious opium for the people.  

Times have passed when British imperialism, by means of 

“opium wars”, forced the consumption of this deadly drug in 

China. Now, the U.S. compels the Marshallised countries, to 
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take Hollywood’s ideological opium. Even before 1940, 

serious concessions in taking Hollywood films was an 

obligatory condition in all trade agreements between the U.S. 

and other countries. After 1945, these demands became more 

exorbitant. In Europe, an example was furnished by the Right-

Socialist, Leon Blum, who signed an agreement in Washington 

with U.S. Secretary of State, Byrnes, whereby French film 

production came under Hollywood control. Prior to the Blum-

Byrnes agreement, America received less than 30 per cent of 

the income derived from all films shown on French screens. 

Approximately 70 per cent of the income was accounted for by 

home-made products. Following the new agreement, the U.S. 

share rose to 51 per cent.  

The Blum-Byrnes agreement served as a model for the 

agreements by means of which the De Gasperi Government 

subordinated Italian film production to high finance circles in 

the U.S. Foreigners visiting Venice, Milan or Rome hardly see 

an Italian film because all the big cinemas in those cities have 

been monopolised by Hollywood. In Britain, the struggle of the 

film monopolists, Rank and Korda, resulted in their defeat or 

subordination to Hollywood. The House of Commons has 

considerably increased the quota of American Films for British 

screens. In some districts of Belgium, more than 90 per cent of 

all films shown are Hollywood productions. This percentage is 

only slightly less in Holland, Denmark, the Scandinavian 

countries, Franco-Spain, Latin America, etc.  

Having monopolised the screen in all Marshallised 

countries, Hollywood is making huge profit. However, 

beginning with 1948, the U.S. press began to sound the alarm. 

The income of M.P.P.A. from abroad is steadily declining. In 

France, for instance, the average income of U.S. cinema 

producers has dropped by almost half compared with 1947. 

Non-American film fans everywhere and becoming disgusted 

with Hollywood productions and more often subject them quite 
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spontaneously to the same kind of boycott from which Hitlerite 

films suffered in occupied Europe.  

The situation even on the American home market is 

producing alarmist statements.  

Since the end of 1949, the takings of  American cinema 

have diminished by 25 per cent. This tendency to decline, 

which has existed for a long time, is becoming even more 

alarming. To counteract it, M.P.P.A. has launched a campaign 

under the slogan: “Never before has the quality of films been 

so high”. This is a frank admission of the fact that even the 

American public. has long ago become disgusted with 

Hollywood productions.  

The main reason why people in the U.S. and in the 

Marshallised countries are losing their taste for American films 

is that they are beginning to understand that the cinema, which 

at first seemed to them innocent entertainment, is now mainly a 

means of slow poisoning of the mind, ‘insidious’ war 

propaganda which acts imperceptibly.  

In elaborating, the Truman doctrine, the war provocateurs 

took care first to put Hollywood completely at their disposal as 

Goebbels did in 1933 with the German cinema production. All 

film workers, suspected of being democrats, progressives, or 

simply former Roosevelt supporters, were summoned before 

the notorious Un-American Activities Committee, then headed 

by the swindler, Parnell Thomas, later sentenced to a term of 

imprisonment for fraud.  

Ten brave people ignored this summons. For defending the 

right to free thought, the Hollywood Ten (Alvah Bessie, 

Herbert Biberman, Lester Cole, Albert Maltz, and others) were 

sentenced to a long term of imprisonment. The sentence was 

recently approved by the Supreme Court of the United States.  

Terror and an atmosphere of suspicion—the outcome of 

the work of the Un-American Committee and aloof the trial of 

the “Ten”,—have resulted in the fact that nearly all film 
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workers who remained in Hollywood have become direct or 

indirect agents of this gigantic machine of war preparation 

which the American cinema is at the present time.  

First of all, Hollywood began the production of an “anti-

red” series directed against the U.S.S.R and the People’s 

Democracies. The first in this series, the notorious “Iron 

Curtain”, produced in 1947, constitutes a foul anti-Soviet 

slander. In New York, Milan, Rome, Paris and other cities, this 

film encountered indignant protests on the part of the friends of 

peace. In France and Italy, this resulted in the film being 

removed from the screen. In the U.S. the “Iron Curtain” was a 

complete financial fiasco but this failure did not deter the 

Hollywood chiefs from continuing to produce “anti-red’ films. 

All the films in this series were filled with brazen slander 

against the U.S.S.R., the People’s Democracies, and even the 

French Revolution. The commercial success of these 

“creations” in the U.S. was extremely insignificant, and the 

reception accorded to the “Iron Curtain”, in the majority of the 

countries of Marshallised Europe, is still preventing the 

screening of the “anti-red” films in these countries.  

In addition to the “anti-red” series, Hollywood began 

another series in which war propaganda is carefully masked 

with innocent forms of vaudeville and detective stories. Such, 

for example, were the films “Foreign Affairs” and “The Third 

Man”.  

It is significant that at the same time Hollywood, which 

stopped producing war films five years ago, has resumed 

output of this kind of film. William Wellman, producer of the 

“Iron Curtain”, recently completed “Bastogne”, a film in which 

a certain pastor preaches, in barely camouflaged form, an anti-

Soviet war. With “Bastogne”, Hollywood has begun a new 

series, the aim of which is to show that an aggressive war will 

be a pleasure-trip, that American soldiers are “invulnerable, 

invincible,” and so on.  
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This propaganda of war is accompanied by a systematic 

campaign to corrupt the minds of the masses, as a means of 

getting them to accept the horrors of a third world war as 

something natural and inevitable. Murder and crime form in 

most cases, the content of even Hollywood comedies. The 

gangster whose morals and outlook have become known to the 

world—via the American cinema—is the main hero of the 

films produced during the past 20 years. In the past he was a 

gay and always successful murderer and robber. Today he is 

more frequently the disillusioned philosopher preaching 

disappointment and complaining about the brutality of life. 

And should psycho-analysis intervene, the tommy gun is 

quickly replaced with the bible of the clergyman or the silver 

star of the Policeman.  

Psycho-analysis for Hollywood is a god-send, the sole 

thing on which people (and also the script-writers) can rely in 

solving all kinds of intrigue. Judging by these films, psycho-

analysis is the only way of curing insanity (“The Snake Pit”), 

of delivering American Negroes from the “inferiority” complex 

(“The House of Strangers”), the elimination of gangsterism 

(“The Dark Past”) and also as a means of directing 

revolutionaries along the “right” path (“Cagliostro”). 

All kinds of methods are used to give an additional touch 

of poignancy in depicting murders. In the cinema, for which 

the M.P.P.A. has instituted the so-called “code of decency”, 

script writers, with their refined inventions, seek to surpass the 

imagination of the notorious Marquis de Sade who bequeathed 

to the world the word “sadism”. In “The Window”, the 

audience watches, for a whole hour, ferocious gangsters 

chasing a delicate boy who is successively threatened with 

being shot, strangled, crushed, thrown over a precipice, and so 

on. This film won a prize at the “Art Festival in Belgium” in 

1949 and was warmly recommended to the American public by 

the “Legion of Decency”. In the film “Rope”, two young 
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pederasts kill their companion, place his body in a box and 

making the box into a table, lay it, and invite the friends, 

parents and the bride of the victim to the feast. By means of 

this “exploit” an attempt is made to prove, in full conformity 

with the Hitler theories, that the life of a man is of no value for 

the “race of masters” who can murder just for pleasure.  

It would seem that Hollywood is doing its utmost to justify, 

and even to surpass, the evaluation of the American cinema 

made by Comrade Suslov in his report to the meeting of the 

Information Bureau of the Communist Parties held in Hungary 

in the second half of November, 1949. “The imperialist camp 

has unfolded, on a huge scale, ideological preparations for a 

new war. Ever new means are being sought to prepare public 

opinion, to deceive the masses with rabid propaganda of racial 

and misanthropic ideas, by fomenting atomic psychosis and 

war hysteria”.  

Hollywood production is war production, and, 

consequently, the working people and the fighters for peace 

throughout the world must combat the American cinema, 

particularly in the Marshallised countries where it is engaged in 

a gigantic operation to poison the minds of the people. The 

American cinema—this weapon of most aggressive 

imperialism—should be rendered harmless, particularly by an 

extensive boycott of Hollywood films.  



POLITICAL NOTES   
 

CONCERNING THE GOVERNMENT CRISIS 
IN FRANCE  

 

On July 13, Rene Pleven, former War Minister in the 

Bidault Government, a big capitalist personally connected with 

American trusts, submitted to the National Assembly a new 

Government which he, finally, succeeded in getting together. 

The Government crisis had lasted for nearly three weeks, since 

the fall of the Bidault Government on June 24.  

What is the explanation for the formidable difficulties in 

the way of forming a new Government in France?  

The crisis was caused not by the “technical aspect” of the 

budget, as the bourgeoisie and Right Socialists have so far tried 

to depict it. The reason is simply that the reactionary policy of 

the Government runs counter to the interests of the people. By 

constantly seeking to go even further in pursuing its policy of 

supporting the provocative and aggressive actions of American 

imperialism, the policy of war economy and poverty, the 

government showed that there is a direct link between this 

policy and the decline in the economy, the growing 

unemployment, reduced wages of workers, difficult conditions 

of the working peasants whose interests are seriously affected 

by falling prices, the difficult conditions of Government 

employees, war invalids, and the aged, who live in miserable 

conditions. At present, 10,000 workers employed in enterprises 

producing and repairing railway equipment, are threatened with 

unemployment. The closing down. of the big “Acieries du 

Nord” Factory in Marseilles is anticipated in the near future. 
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This means that an additional 1,400 workers will be thrown 

onto the street. As Maurice Thorez pointed out on June 23 at 

the Plenum of the Central Committee of the French Communist 

Party, it was precisely the growing discontent of broad sections 

of the population in connection with the economic situation, 

the “Schuman plan”, the war in Viet-Nam, which caused 

“breaches in the Parliamentary majority and squabbling 

between those carrying out the American policy”.  

Such are the deep reasons for the failure of the first attempt 

to solve the crisis by the Queuille-Reynaud combination. 

Afterwards, for a few days, the Right-Socialist Guy Mollet, 

acted as go-between in the matter of restoring unity among the 

various factions of the American party. And now Guy Mollet 

and his henchmen are scrambling to get into the Government 

which includes two Gaullists—Prime Minister Pleven and 

Minister Jacobie, a Government which is throwing another 80 

billion francs into war and announcing a policy of intensified 

fascisation of the State system. Jules Moch, expert in 

repression, becomes War Minister at a time when peace 

partisans are brought before military tribunals.  

The Right Socialist leaders not only agree with this policy 

of preparing anti-Soviet aggression, the policy of war economy 

which spells misery for the working people, they are actively 

carrying out this policy.  

The election of a General Councillor in Dunkirk, on July 9, 

resulted in victory for the Communist who previously held this 

seat, but who had been unseated when sentenced for taking part 

in the strike movement. The result of this election shows once 

again that the Socialist workers are beginning to realise the 

need for unity in the struggle against war and poverty.  

Never before have the working people been so insistent in 

their demand for the establishment of a Government of 

democratic unity. Thousands of resolutions have been adopted 

in support of this demand, numerous short-time strikes have 
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been held by railwaymen in Vitry (Seine Department), dyke 

workers (Vaucluse Department), the miners, the staff of the 

sleeping-car service in Marly, employees of the National print 

shops in Paris, meat market workers in Paris and many others. 

The Union of French Women has issued thousands of petitions. 

Big meetings were held on July 12-13 at the call of the 

Amalgamated Trade Unions of the General Confederation of 

Labour in the Paris District in support of the demand for 

holiday pay and the establishment of a subsistence minimum of 

19,000 francs. At these meetings, deputations were elected to 

call on the President and demand the formation of a 

Government of democratic unity and also to lodge with the 

U.S. Embassy a vigorous protest against the aggression in 

Korea.  

The working people in France want an end to the policy of 

war which runs counter to the interests of the people and the 

country.  

 

Jan MAREK  

 

BELGIAN PEOPLE AGAINST THE RETURN 
OF KING LEOPOLD III  

 

In connection with the session of The Belgian Parliament, 

which opened on July 6, in the course of which reaction will 

try and force the return to power of Leopold the Third, a 

popular protest movement has developed throughout Belgium. 

Parliament opened in an atmosphere reminiscent of a state of 

siege. Parliament House was patrolled by police and 

gendarmes. To secure “order”, military police were stationed 

inside the House and in the public gallery.  

Brief protest strikes on July 6-7 against the return to 
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Leopold—the king of fascism and war—took place in 

enterprises in the Liege coal and metallurgical basin, in the 

central basin, Antwerp, Verriers and other places. Big protest 

demonstrations were held) on July 8 in Brussels and in many 

towns in Flanders and Wallonia.  

Simultaneously, at meetings held in towns throughout the 

country (Brussels, Verviers, Tournai etc.) working people 

expressed their indignation over American aggression in Korea 

and at the support given to this aggression by the Government 

of the Belgian lackeys of the warmongers. The collection of 

signatures to the Stockholm appeal continues, Belgian peace 

partisans have accepted the emulation challenge of the 

Netherlands peace supporters.  

 

INTEREST IN SOVIET LITERATURE IN 
GERMANY  

 

The Anglo-American imperialists and their German 

lackeys have made no little effort to misrepresent Soviet 

culture and implant decadent Western “culture” among the 

German people. However, they failed either to eliminate or 

lessen the interest of the German people in the culture of the 

Soviet Union. This interest is growing daily. Growing interest 

in the Soviet novel among readers in the German Democratic 

Republic, and among youth in particular, is especially 

noteworthy.  

More than two hundred books by Soviet writers have 

appeared in Eastern Germany since the downfall of the fascist 

regime. Works by Maxim Gorky, Alexei Tolstoy and Nikolai 

Ostrovsky has been translated into German and published in 

hundreds of thousands of copies.  

A. Fadeyev’s “The Young Guard” is extremely popular 
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with German youth.  

Despite drastic measures by the Western occupation 

authorities, Soviet books are reaching Western Germany and 

Western Berlin where they enjoy a growing circulation.  

 

COURSES FOR PARTY WORKERS IN 
POLAND  

 

A few days ago there opened in Warsaw, educational 

courses of the Central Committee of the Polish United 

Workers’ Party for Secretaries of District Committees and the 

main Party organisations, for instructor, of provincial 

Committees and functionaries in the trade union and youth 

organisations. The study course, which is spread over a period 

of five weeks, will be attended by more than two hundred 

students. The Central Committee has organised a number of 

these courses which will embrace practically all first and 

second Secretaries of District Committees, instructors of 

Provincial Committees and other Party functionaries.  

The study programme is designed to extend and deepen the 

knowledge of students and to help them in deciding practical 

questions connected with their work, especially in the sphere of 

industry and agriculture. The curriculum includes topics such 

as the budget of an enterprise, cost of production, etc.  

Tutors at these courses are leading Party and Stale 

functionaries, including members of the Politburo of the Party.  
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MATERIALS RELATING TO HISTORY OF 
THE C.P.S.U. (B) PUBLISHED IN HUNGARY 

  

“Szikra”, the Publishing House of the Hungarian Workers’ 

Party, has begun to publish materials used in the Party schools 

of the C.P.S.U. (B). The first book in this series, which 

appeared recently, contains five chapters. The first chapter is 

headed:  

“How workers and peasants lived in Tsarist Russia and 

how they fought for their emancipation”; the second deals with 

the history of the Great October Socialist Revolution and the 

foreign intervention; chapter three, with building the Socialist 

society in the U.S.S.R.; chapter four is devoted to relations 

between the Soviet Union and the capitalist world; chapter five, 

to the Great Patriotic War and the victory over fascism.  
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